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At Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Exercise, education provide
assistance to heart patients

County Fire-Rescue Squad battled a
BARN SAVED BY RESCUE SQUAD — Members of the Calloway
Youngerman, Wiswell Road. According to reports filed by
blaze late Saturday afternoon on the farm of Al
base owned by Youngerrnan, was near the barn
Chuck Betts, Lanis Futrell, who leases a barn and tobacco
squad members extinguished the truck fire and
When a truck burst into flames thus igniting the barn. Rescue
reports that the surrounding field area was a
reported only minor damage to the barn. It was also noted in the
was reported to the crop.
no-till bean crop planted in a harvested wheat field. No damage
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

President heads west to defend
Soviet Union grain sale agreement
By JAMES GEFtSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
DES MOINES, Iowa AP) —
President Reagan, on a political
fence-mending trip to the
Midwest, said today that despite
his opposition to a long-term
grain-sale agreement with the
Soviet Union,"the granary door is
open" and large quantities may be
sold.
Defending last week's graintrade decision before an audience
of corn growers, a key Republican
constituency, Reagan promised to
be alert for signs that "martial
law may be relaxing" in Poland.
He said there are some indications of this and told the farmers.
"We will continue to watch
developments there in the hope
that life will improve from the
Poles, and sanctions can be
removed."
Reagan on Dec. 29 called off
preparations for negotiations on a
long-term grain-sale agreement
with the Soviets in response to the
Kremlin's role in the martial law
crackdown in Poland.

mostly sunny
Today mostly sunny warmer
and more humid. High in the
upper 80s to lower 90s. South
winds 5 to 15 mph. Tonight
mostly clear warm and humid.
Low in the lower to mid 70s.
Light south winds. Tuesday
mostly sunny hot and humid.
High M the lower to mid 90s.
,South winds 10 to 15 mph.
Wednesday through Friday:
Very warm with scattered
thundershowers Wednesday
and Thursday. Highs in the 90s
Wednesday, mid to upper 80s
Thursday and Friday. Lows in
the mid 60s and low 70s.
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He reaffirmed that decision Friday but said he would extend the
current agreement, due to expire
Sept. 30, for one year.
"Indications are that we will
sell a record volume of grain to
the Soviet Union this year,"
Reagan said today. "With the extension that we are now exploring,
we will be able to sell large quantities during the next year. In
other words, the granary door is
open and the exchange will be
cash on the barrelhead."
"We have restored to the
American farmer a fair opportunity to export grain to the
USSR on a cash basis,",,Reagan
said.
s remarks in a
Reagan mad
speech prepaled for the 25th annual convention of the National
Corn Growers Association.
"This administration does not,
nor will we have, a grain embargo
on the Soviet Union," Reagan
said, repeating his criticism of the
embargo the Carter administration imposed after the Soviet
military move into Afghanistan in

Reagan seeks
complete end
to fighting
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — President Reagan met with Israeli
Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir
today and stressed to him the need
for a "complete end" to the
fighting in west Beirut. Reagan
said the world "can no longer accept a situation of constantly
escalating violence."
But Shamir told reporters after
the 20-minute session that Israel
believes Palestinian forces will
not leave Beirut or I abanon
"unless they are convinced they
have one choice before them: to
leave by negotiations or by other
IlleattS."

Both men appeared grim-faced
during a picture-taking session
before their meeting.
On Sunday, Reagan vowed he
would be "firm" with Shamir.
Reagan told reporters he had lost
patience and said it was "absolutely imperative" that the
U.S.-arranged cease-fire reached
earlier in the day "not be violated
by anyone."
The cease-fire was threatened
today, however, as Israelis and
Palestinians traded small arms
and morter fire. Israel said that
the Palestine Liberation
Organization, under - attack in
west Beirut. opened fire first and
that Israeli troops had wafted
several hours before returning the
fire

and after the exercise and often answer a variety of questions
• dealing with. such areas as diet,
during it.
The exercises done in the rate of walking, amount of sleep,
hospital are based on a scale of housework limitations, leisure acenergy expenditures, she said, tivities, travel, sexual activities
emphasizing that a patient begins and others.
The program," Lamb said,
at a very low level and gradually
has been extremely successful in
works up to walking, which she
terms -the best exercise they can strengthening patients physically
as well educating them about
get."
"They might start off with the what to expect from their weakenflexing of their shoulders and ed hearts once they return home.
elbows, and progress on to walk- home." •
Most important, perhaps, is
ing in the halls," she said. "They
really enjoy this because they the uplift it gives the patient's
have finally made it out of that mental outlook on life as he or she
room'. By the end of the program, gradually returns to as near as
we have them going up and down possible to a normal life."
William Halford, director of
stairs."
personnel at the hospital, echoes
Should a problem arise — and
they do — Lamb pointed out that Lamb's assessment of the prothe program is immediately gram. Halford suffered a heart athalted and the physician con- tack in May, 1980, and underwent
prosulted. This could result in the pa- the cardiac rehabilitation
tient continuing at a slower rate or gram in his recovery process.
'The program builds one's
repeating some of the earlier
steps. It is important, however," strength gradually," he said. "I
she said, "that the patient be am sure I would have been much
depressed had I been directed to
returned to the program."
As for the educational phase of * remain in bed for weeks without
•
the program, Mrs. Lamb visits the program.
"The day before I left the
regularly with the patients. orienting them to the exercises hospital. I walked down the stairs
prescribed as well as discussing to the first floor. I am confident
with them recommended changes the program was a big help to me.
in their lifestyle brought about by both physically and mentally."
Most lieart patients are "scared
the attack.
Each is given a booklet, "Now to death- following an attack,
That Your Heart Is Heal- Lamb pointed out, adding that the
ing...Let's Get Ready to Go rehabilitation program helps conHome." With it, Lamh helps vince then that they can return to
a normal level of life.
"There is a distinct mental
.in patients once they start
change
this program"she said, •'and lam
firmly convinced it helps prevent
'cardiac invalids,' those . individuals who have had a heart attack and who have convinced
themselves that they've had it -At present, full retirement
By MARGARET SCHERF
that life is over."
65,
at
available
are
benefits
Associated Press Writer
retiring
for
reduced
are
benefits
WASHINGTON (AP) — Increasing retirement age from 65 between 62 and 65 and increased
to 68 could save the federal for delaying retirement up to 72.
"If increases in the early and
government $17 billion in 1983, according to the Congressional normal retirement ages to 65 and
68, respectively, were fully imBudget Office.
The budget office, in a report re- plemented in 1983, benefits to over
quested by the Senate Budget 2 million retired -worker
Members of the Calloway CounCommittee, pointed to this step as beneficiaries 62 to 64 and their
ty Fire-Rescue Squad contained a
one option for the continued dependents would be eliminated,
mornfor a savings of over $17 billion in fire of unknown cause this
employment of older workers.
ing on the property line of the
"Because of the implications of federal outlays," the report said.
The number of people 65 and Oaks County Club, Highway 94
demographic and labor market
West.
a
trends for the economy and older is continuing to increase as
According to Delmer Brewer,
federal budget, questions arise share of the total population, the
one in superintendent of the club, he
1980.
In
out.
pointed
study
too
great
is
there
whether
about
noticed the fire along a west fence
an incentive to retire early, and nine Americans was 65 or older,
row . at approximately 1015 and
1950..
in
12
in
one
to
compared
policies
too
few
are
whether there
• notified the fire unit. •
the
if
even
that,
said
report
The
employto facilitate continued
Upon arrival of the fire unit, the
the
in
persons
elderly
of
portion
ment," the report said.
blaze was extinguished leaving
It pointed out that when a per- work force does not change from
only minor damage to an approx16
almost
2030
by
level,
1980
its
colson stops working and begins
or 49 imately .40 yard section of the
lecting Social Security benefits, percent of the population —
64 fence row.. No apparent damace
over
be
will
—
persons
million
annual outlays for Social Security
was done to the golf course.
employed.
not
and
increase on average about $4,800
per person and Social Security
and income tax revenues decrease
by over $2,000 per person.
"Federal spending on retirement income for persons 65 and
older alone already represents 19
percent of the budget — or over
$130 billion in fiscal year 1982 —
and spending for their health care
amounts to over $48 billion. or 7
percent," it said.

A cardiac rehabilitation program, designed to put heart attack patients back on their feet
and mildly active within three to
five days after being stricken, has
been followed with a marked
degree of success for the past year
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Under the direction of Shirley
Lamb, a registered nurse and
coordinator of Education for the
Critical Care Units at the hospital,
the program combines exercise
and education in helping to give
patients a realistic assurance of a
fairly normal life once they
recover.
It has been within the past few
years, Lamb said, that medical
research has determined that
some cardiac hazards could result
from extended bedrest following a
heart attack.
Prior to that time, she said, patients often were directed to remain in bed for periods up to four
weeks or more.
Today, she went on, the
recovery and rehabilitation procedure is to start the patient on the
program with the attending physician's approval, of course, in most
cases after five days. The physician determines when and at what
level of exercise, the patient may
begin.
Once the 14-day series of exercises and educational procedures
are begun, Lamb is in charge.
Each patient is monitored before

December 1979. Reagan said today that when he lifted the embargo in March 1981, the U.S.
share of the grain imported by the
Soviets had fallen from 70 percent
to 25 percent.
White House spokesman Larry
Speakes, asked what indication of
relaxed rule Reagan was getting
from Poland, said Reagan was
"just encouraged" by official
statements from Warsaw. "We
will watch those actions closely,
and hope they will be followed by
other steps," Speakes said.
In his speech, Reagan said he is
sensitive to the problems of
farmers. He said he was commited to challenging other nations' export subsidies for wheat,
flour, poultry, sugar and pasta
products.
Reagan flew to Iowa for an overnight visit. After his speech to the
corn growers, the president was to
fly by helicopter to a 500-acre
farm owned and operated by
Donald Dee and his sons, Allan
and Eric, near State Center, Iowa,
about 41 miles northeast of Des
Moines. The Dee family grows
corn and beans, and is raising
1,200 pigs.
On Tuesday, Reagan flies to
Hartford, Conn., to speak to the
centennial meeting of the Knights
of Columbus, before returning to
Washington in late afternoon.
The president had been under
pressure from Republican allies
from the Midwest to help bail out
the grain producers, whose bountiful crops have driven down
(Continued On Page 21

Higher retirement age
saves federal monies

Oaks fire ,
contained

Virginia hospital utilizing
test-tube pregnancy methods
The
• NORFOLK, Va. ( AP )
"test-tube baby" clinic in Norfolk
General Hospital says 13 of its patients are now pregnant as the
result of in vitro fertilization.
Vern Jones,a spokesman for the
Eastern Virginia Medical School.
which runs the clinic, said there
have been 21 in vitro pregnancies
at the clinic and three births.
The deliveries included the Dec.
28, 1981 birth of Elizabeth Jordan
Carr to Judith and Roger Carr of
Westminster. Mass., the first
birth of a test-tube baby conceived
in a U.S. laboratory. Jones said
there have been five miscarriages
among the 21 pregnancies
Two babies are expected this
month, one in September. two in
October. one in November and the
.rest in 1983, Jones said. .
Jones said doctors are comfortable ,with the program se far,
and are encouraged that the success rate of the fertilization is get-

BEST

ting close to that found in nature.
To date, four test-tube babies
have been born in the United
States, with the other one conceived at the UCLA Medical Center in
Los Angeles.
The latest one was July 9 to
Mike Flanigan. the professional
baseball pitcher for the Baltimore
Orioles, and his wife Kathy. They
had a girl

MSU board
to convene
The advisory committee to the
Murray State University Board of
Regents will meet at 2 p.m. Tuesday in the board room of*Wells
-Hall.
This committee was appointed
to assist the board in -examining
goals, objectives and mission of
the university

COPY AVAILABLE

A MISTY MORNING — As the sun slowly rises, the morning mist
U.S. 641 betprovitli-,36 soft haze over this small county farm just off
Um-.
ween Murray and Benton. In the foregrougd is barely visible the
ages of several sleek steeds as they wake to agother day.
Stiff photo by Greg Travis
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National parks
provide enjoyable,
low-cost vacations

CLOSE SHAVE — Noble "Buddy" Mitchell, Cadiz, uses a drawing knife to shave to uniform size the slats that will make the shingles
for the newly acquired log cabin at The Homeplace-1850, a living
history farm in TVA's Land Between The Lakes L1.1 The

Homeplace "family" performs daily chores at the two-generation
farm to demonstrate lifestyle and farming techniques of the early
19th century farmers of the area.
; TVA photo by Ray Thomas)

Federalstudy looks at coal mine safety
WASHINGTON AP, — The
federal government could do more
to promote coal mine safety, but
the primary responsibility for the
task lies with management,a U.S.
Bureau of Mines study has concluded.
In a 183-page report released today, a research panel of the National Academy of Science said
that widely varying injury rates
can't be explained by physical differences between mines.
Instead, they are "due to factors
internal to the companies" that
operate the mines. said the committee.
The 23-month, $365,000 report
was commissioned by the federal

mining bureau to discover why
some underground coal mines are
safer than others and what can be
done to make all mines safer.
The 12-member panel that conducted the study was made up of
college professors and other
technical and social sciences experts, including Frederick D.
Wright, retired professor of mining engineering at the University
of Kentucky, and Lexington mining consultant David A. Zegeer.
The report said federal officials
could help by requiring more
training, providing more
technical assistance and possibly
granting tax incentives for safety
expenditures.

However, it stressed the obligations of management in improving
mine safety, noting that "the initiative to achieve and maintain
excellent safety must come from
the managements of coal companies."
The study also recommends
doubling the training required by
federal law for new underground
miners from 40 hours to 80 hours.
Among other recommendations
in the report:
—The Mine Safety and Health
Administration should provide
more advice and technical
assistance to coal companies and
should improve its safetyinformation system to better

analyze the cause of accidents.
—State governments should
establish vocational education
programs for miners.
—The coal industry should
publish periodic rankings of the
largest coal companies by injury
rate, using public embarrassment
to spur improvement.
—Joint labor-management safety committees should be set up at
each mine and workers should be
given a voice in developing safety
programs.
A spokesman for MSHA said
Friday that agency officials had
not yet studied the report and
could make no comment.

Budget balancing proposal may hit some snags
By THOMAS FtAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — The
Senate is moving toward approval
this week of a constitutional
amendment to balance future
federal budgets. But a record $98.5
million tax hike to trim more immediate deficits may hit a snag.
The tax hike, written by Senate
Republicans and zipped through
both chambers of Congress, has
encountered stiff opposition from
conservative House Republicans.
They have vowed to try to defeat a
final version expected to be framed this week.
Meanwhile, supporters of the

Reagan...
(Continued From Page 1
prices at a time when they have
been stung by high interest rates.
With several Republican
Midwestern governors not running for re-election, there has been
concern about the GOP's chances
in the region this November.
A long-term grain agreement
would have helped in the approaching election. But the administration feared negotiating
such an agreement would appear
hypocritical to Western allies who
it had pressed to cut off assistance
for a Soviet natural gas pipeline.
Opposition to the pipeline has
been the theme of the president's

Sunday fire destroys
car; squad responds
A car was destroyed by fire Sunday afternoon at Cherry Corner,
according to Paul Lyles of the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad.
Lyles said the fire started under
the dash and spread througbout
the car at Cherry Corner on
Highway 121 south of Murray.
_ Cause of the fire was not known.
The car was owned by L.B. Parrish. No injuries were reported.
Five firefighters with two
trucks responded to the call

balanced-budget amendment that
has been under debate in the
Senate for most of the past month
claim they now have the
necessary two-thirds majority —
or 67 votes— needed to pass it.
The Senate resumes debate on
the legislation today, with about
two dozen amendments still pending — including a proposal by
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., to
establish a two-year federal
budget cycle to replace the current yearly budget.
Senate leaders believe they can
fend off all the remaining amendments, with a final vote expected
by Wednesday at the latest.

The House Judiciary Committee
also will begin hearings this week
on the balanced budget proposal.
although supporters say they anticipate a harder time in the
House than in the Senate.
If ratified by three-quarters of
the states, the amendment would
prohibit the government from
spending more than it takes in, except in times of war or if permitted by a 60 percent vote by both
chambers.
Negotiators for the House and
Senate will hold their first session
on the tax increase bill Tuesday.
The bill would increase federal
taxes on cigarettes and
telephones, boost business taxes,
require taxes to be withheld on interest on dividends and more
sharply limit medical deductions.
The conference committee will
be working on the Senate bill. At
the urging of Democratic leaders
fearful of becoming identified
with an election-year tax increase, the House last voted 208-

response to the Soviet-supported
military crackdown in Poland.
But in the Midwest, a nearrecord wheat harvest is underway
and grain bins are near the
bursting point. As a result,
farmers are seeking any help they
can get in the way of exports.
Rolf Craft, chairman of the
Iowa Republican Party, said toBy The Msociated Press
day's visit reflected an effort to
Israeli forces and Palestinian
solidify support among farmers guerrillas traded small arms and
"and make sure they don't go off mortar fire in Beirut today,
in the other direction."
threatening to shatter the ceaseCraft said •'it would have been fire that brought an end to Sunexcellent" politically had Reagan
day's devastating Israeli assault
opted for a long-term grain agree- on the Lebanese capital.
ment
Israel's military command said
Varel Bailey of Anita, Iowa, the Palestine I.iberation
president of the Iowa Corn
Organization was the first to
Growers Association, said pro- violate the cease-fire, shooting at
ducers had hoped for more than
Israeli troops with small arms
they got, for "any news that would
near Beirut's airport. A
give any optimism to the corn
spokesman said that Israeli forces
market."
held their fire for several hours
"We out here in the country
before responding with rifles and
don't know all the ins and outs of
mortars.
the political situation" and must
The PLO charged that the
trust the administration to do
Israelis fired shells into a battered
what's best for the United States, refugee camp near the airport.
said Bailey.
Israel denied it was using arKeith Heffernan, spokesman for
tillery.
the corn growers group, said that
In Washington, President
while his organization would like
Reagan was to meet witn ts"fleli
greater trade with- the Soviets. - foreign minister Yitzhak Shamir.
'we view his report in favor of a
Reagan said he intended to make
one-year extension as a positive
clear his belief that it is "absolutesignal that we are going to
ly imperative that this cease-fire
negrate. This opens the door...
at this stage of the negotiations

197 last to use the Senate version
as the basis for a compromise —
without doing any of its own work
on the bill.
But a group of some 80 House
Republicans, led by Rep. Jack
Kemp, R-N.Y., an original author
of the big tax cut bill enacted last
year, is unhappy with the move to
short-circuit the House and say
they will fight to kill the tax bill.
House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., says the tax
measure could be defeated unless
President Reagan wages a major
effort to line up GOP votes.
In another budget battle, the
House on Tuesday could find itself
debating a proposed 4 percent
ceiling on cost-of-living increases
for government and military
retirees.
Republicans in the House had
sought to avoid a separate vote on
the proposal, but Democrats won
a key procedural vote last week to
force votes on unpopular budget
cuts one-by-one.

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
If your spirit says it's ready tor
a vacation, but your budget says
it's not ready for the price, it may
be time to look at the National
Park System for a low-cost, closeto-home summer holiday.
Most Americans tend to think of
national parks in terms of remote
wilderness regions. But the park
system actually includes 333
recreational areas, many of which
you can reach without a lot of expensive driving or time away
from home. There are 48 fullfledged national parks included in
the system; other places maintained by the park system range
from historic houses and
monuments to small, natural
areas suitable for a single day's
outing.
Admission to most of the national park sites is free; only 62
areas have an entrance fee, ranging from 50 cents to $3. The entrance charge does not include
user fees for things like campsites; nor does it include fees imposed by concessionaires for food,
equipment,etc.
Duncan Morrow, a park service
spokesman, said there were
almost 238.5 million visits to the
national park system in 1981 and
this year's total is running about 4
percent ahead of last year's.
The park service has been trying to promote some of the lesserknown areas in its system and
Morrow says it has had some success, but he admits: "Obviously,
there's only one place in the world
where you can see 'Old Faithful."
he said. The geyser is in
Yellowstone National Park which
spreads over parts of Wyoming,
Montana and Idaho.
You can cut costs at national
parks with special passes.

The Golden Eagle Passport
costs $10 and is an annual entrance permit to all parks,
monuments and recreation areas
administered by the federal
government. It is good only for the
calendar year in which it is issued.
The passport admits the holder,
plus anyone accompanying him or
her in a single, private, noncommercial vehicle. In places
where entry is not by car, the
passport admits the holder and
immediate family group —
parents, children and spouse. It
covers entrance fees only. You
can get it through the mail or in
person from the headquarters offices of either the National Park
Service, Room 1013, U.S. Department of the Interior, 18th and C
Sts. NW., Washington, D.C.,
20240, or the Forest Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C., 20250, or from
regional offices of either agency.
The Golden Age Passport is free
and is available to people 62 and
over. It covers admission fees and
entitles the holder to a 50 percent
discount on user fees charged by
the federal government. You do
not have to renew it annually. You
must get a Golden Age Passport in
person and must show proof of
age. The passports are available
at most federally operated recreational areas, as well as at park
and forest service offices.
The Golden Access Passport is
similar to the Golden Age
Passport, but is available to
anyone who is eligible to receive
disability assistance from any
federal program. You do not actually have to be receiving
benefits to qualify; you simply
must be eligible for those benefits.
Like the Golden Age Passport, the
Golden Access Passport does not
have to be renewed.

Labor secretary
again investigated
for links to crime
By MERRILL HARTSON
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Labor
Secretary Raymond J. Donovan,
dogged for the past 18 months by
allegations that he is linked to
mobsters, is again under investigation by a special prosecutor, a Reagan administration
source says.
Leon Silverman, a New York attorney who five weeks ago concluded an investigation of allegations against Donovan, is looking
into new assertions that the labor
secretary had been involved with
organized crime figures, the
source said Sunday night.
Donovan was not immediately
available for comment, and a
spokesman said the Cabinet officer would probably have nothing
to say on the subject. Repeated attempts to contact Silverman by
telephone were unsuccessful.
An FBI spokesman would
neither confirm nor deny that the
FBI or Silverman had reopened
the probe.
However, the administration
source, who spoke on conditions
he not be identified, said Silverman was looking into fresh allegations that Donovan, as executive
vice president of Schiavone Construction Co. of Secaucus, N.J.,
had ties to organized crime

figures in the late 1960s and early
1970s.
There was no indication of who
the source of the new accusations
might be. but in the earlier investigation, FBI informants with
criminal records testified that the
labor secretary had dealings with
underworld crime figures.
Donovan said the informants lied.
Silverman apparently never
closed the books on the matter
even though he concluded on June
28 that there was "insufficient
credible evidence" to warrant
prosecution on allegations the
labor secretary had connections
with mobsters, witnessed payoffs
to union officials to buy labor
peace, and participated in New
Jersey highway construction bidrigging schemes.
When Silverman released the
1,000-page report on the findings
of his investigation and the
deliberations of a 23-member
federal grand jury in Brooklyn,
N.Y., he said there were "a disturbing number of allegations from
more than one source."
The special prosecutor refused
to characterize the findings as an
exoneration of Donovan. Instead,
he said his investigation failed to
provide sufficient evidence to
warrant an indictment of the labor
secretary.

Guerrilla fighting threatens latest cease-fire
must not be violated by anyone."
Reagan's envoy in Lebanon,
Philip C. Habib, persuaded the
Israelis and the Palestinians to
agree to a cease-fire at day's end
Sunday. It was the ninth cease-fire
since Israel invaded Lebanon on
June 6.
But before the cease-fire was in
place, Israeli tanks pushed into
PLO territory in west Beirut for
the first time since the siege of the
city began. They moved north
almost two miles, capturing the
terminal area at the airport.
PLO spokesman Bassam Abu
Shari( said the 'midis rained
more than 150,000,shells on west
Beirut; there was no way to confirm ttiat figure, which would
mean the Israelis fired 180 shells
per minute. Israeli jets made 210
bomb runs on the city, according
to Lebanese police.
Israeli- officials said Sunday's
attack was not -the- start of the
long-threatened invasion to wipe
ou the PLO's guerrillas in their
last Lebanese stronghold.
Begin met this morning with

American diplomat Morris
Draper, who has been working on
the mediation effort with Habib.
Israel radio reported that Draper
had not been able to convey to
Begin an unequivocal commitment from the PLO to leave
Lebanon.
Habib, who met today with
Lebanese President Elias Sarkis,
has been working on a plan to
evacuate the PLO forces to Syria,
Iraq, Egypt and Jordan, thereby
avoiding an ultimate Israeli
assault on west Beirut to wipe out
the guerrillas.
But the negotiations have
become entangled in disputes over
such issues as whether Israel
would pull its forces back from
Beirut before or after the PLO
withdraws.
In Beirut this morning, former
Lebanese Prime Minister Sath
Salam, who serves as an 'intermediary between Habib and
the PLO,said the PLO was willing
to leave Beirut, but the Israelis
"do not want the Palestinians out.
They want to kill them here - and
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Salam said the introduction of
U.N. observers could help solve
the problem of the timing of the
disengagement.
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Progress failing
in El Salvador
There are strings attached to the military aid the
United States gives to El Salvador.
Under U.S. law, the president must certify that
progress is being made by the Salvadoran government in protecting human rights and in implementing land reform. This week. the Reagan administration must decide whether to make that certification.
A look at the situation in El Salvador makes It
clear that no progress has been made. Militarily,
the Salvadoran army so quick to accept U.S.
weaponry has been just as quick to shun U.S. advice. Instead of adopting U.S.-supported counterinsurgency tactics designed to spare civilian lives,
the Salvadoran army has continued to use the largescale military operations that it favors. Its aggressive efforts to ferret out left-wing guerillas
have left many innocent civilians dead.
The Salvadorans have also turned a deaf ear to
U.S. advice on how to institute land reforms to turn
the land back over to those who work it. The rightwing Constituent Assembly, led by reactionary
despot Roberto d'Aubisson, has dismantled the
U.S.-sponsored Land to the Tiller program. As a
result, thousands of peasants are once again
landless, having been evicted from their newlygranted land.
It is time for the United States to yank the string
and to cancel military aid to El Salvador. If the tug
brings about drastic progress toward human rights
Ind land reform by the Salvadoran government, aid
could eventually be resumed.
But if El Salvador refuses to change its tack, aid
Must be halted permanently. U.S. policy must continue to push for a free and democratic El Salvador.
The Salvadoran government, by ignoring and suppressing populist demands for buman rights and
land reform, is blocking that goal. Every time its
army kills an innocent civilian, every time it takes
land away from a peasant, the government sows the
seeds of rebellion.
As John F. Kennedy once said: "Those who make
peaceful evolution impossible make violent revolution inevitable."

by sy ramsey

Stumbo considers state's highest posts
Under
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API
a conventional approach, Grady
Stumbo might test his chances for
governor in the next few months and
then fall back to a lieutenant governor's race if prospects didn't look
promising.
But Stumbo, an Eastern Kentucky
coal miner's son who has risen to
state Human Resources secretary,
has had an unconventional career so
far and may take the unlikely path.
As a. political newcomer, he may
decide to announce as a Democratic
gubernatorial candidate for 1983 and
decline to pursue any lesser post
Stumoo recently announced he is
resigning as Human Resources chief
Nov. 15. That's a long way off, and if
Stumbo finds that testing the political
outlook is intruding into his governmental post, he is expected to leave
well before the resignation date.
There are cogent reasons for Stumbo to believe that a lieutenant governor's contest is not in his best interest, despite reports that some top

politicians are urging him to get into
it
First of all, the No. 2 post, oddly
enough, could be more difficult for
him to win in a primary than the
governor's race.
Look at the announced, unannounced or prospective candidates already
lined up: Attorney General Steve
Beshear, Agriculture Secretary
Alben Barkley II and George Atkins,
secretary of the cabinet under Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr.
. • All are probably better known to
oters than Stumbo, a physician who
operated a clinic at Hindman before
coming to Frankfort a few years ago.
Perhaps a more compelling reason
for him to stay out of the lieutenant
governor's race is that Stumbo would
not obtain the forum he needs to try
to turn an adverse tide in his favor.
. The contest for No. 2 usually boils
down to personalities and name identification, along with some traditional organization or following -areas in which Stumbo is glaringly
deficient at the moment.

Stumbo could shout in the
wilderness about what he regards as
prime issues in Kentucky, and few
Kentuckians would be listening.
Their ears and eyes would be on the
governor's race, and that's where the
media would flock.
Instead, switch the scenario to the
gubernatorial contest, where the
main unannounced Democrats so far
are Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins
and Louisville Mayor Harvey Sloane.
If Stumbo collects enough money to.
become a third candidate, he may
have an opportunity to take advantage of issues - and thoSe count
in such a race.
True, Mrs. Collins and Sloane also
are better known than Stumbo, but
are they really considered the most
experienced contenders with strong
leadership qualities?
Stumbo's allies think not. They
believe that Stumbo, heading the
largest agency in state government,
has acquired more administrative
knowledgeebout the state in a couple
of years than his potential rivals
have in nearly a decade.

(

Among lawyers, an individual or business or
government agency with enormous resources is
called a "deep pocket," and whenever it is possible
to do so, it's a good idea to include a deep pocket
among those one sues for damages in an injury
case. Under California's "joint and several
liabilities" rule, if anyone responsible for a victim's
injuries can't afford to pay his share of the damages
awarded, the other partially responsible parties
must come up with all the money.
Naturally, the deep pockets themselves don't like
this system, but there is considerable justice to it.
The system is certainly better than one that would
leave the victim in the lurch, and it does tap the
guilty parties roughly in proportion to their ability
to pay.
However, the joint and several rule is far from an
ideal solution to the problem of collecting damages
from people who can't pay them. And one of its
more absurd side effects is the growing burden on
California's taxpayers, who are becoming the deep
pocket in more and more lawsuits. Almost everyone
who sues an uninsured motoist for the damages he
caused in an accident, for example, now also sues
the state or a local government agency for contributing to the accident by poorly maintaining the
roads.
Not every plaintiff wins, of course, but the taxpayers are paying ever higher legal, insurance and
award bills. Meanwhile, juries are awarding increasingly generous compensation for intangibles
like "pain and suffering:" by law, they cannot be
told that the cost will be borne not according to their
apportionment of the responsibility for the injury,
but according to the joint and several rule, largely
by themselves.
In an attempt to come up with a better system,
the state Senate recently passed a new joint and
several rule, a compromise between what is fair to
victims and what is fair to deep pockets like the taxpayers.
(Reprinted by Permission of the Sacramento
Bee)
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'Fhey believe Stumbo has overcome
more fiscal crises in his state post
than Mrs. Collins and Sloane ever
faced and that he has managed more
money and people in six months than
the other two have in eight years.
If Stumbo enters the gubernatorial
race, he is likely to stress those
points, and his platform would gain
statewide recognition, unlike the
muffling of such .claims in a lieutenant governor's fight.
Money is a factor the Stumbo
forces do not discount. Mrs. Collins
has raised in the neighborhood of a
half million dollars and Sloane, who
like Stumbo is a doctor, is on the way
to collecting for next year's effort
after paying off his 1979 gubernatorial debts.
But Stumbo's friends are not impressed with predictions that it will
take $1.5 million for a gubernatorial
candidate to make a strong imprint
on the electorate.
They think that in these recessionridden days, nothing like that amount
can or needs tube accumulated.
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Ten years ago
Sgt. Garry L. Bybee is pictured
with his rifle while at summer training with 100th Reserve Division at
Fort Polk, La.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Charlie ( Anise) Orr. 82. Edgar
Wilson Lamb. 77, and Shannon
Michelle Gibson,infant girl.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wilson, July 28,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Helm,
July 30.

Deep pockets
hit for the tab

The Murray I .edger 8, Times
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headline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Why is it that most
doctors will prescribe a certain drug
for a patient and then not give them
any information about that drug?
Usually doctors just tell us to take the
medicine three or four times a day,
or once a day, without telling us when
to take it or what to take it with. How
can we find out more? K.L.
ANSWER: Many of us are handed
a prescription in a doctor's office
with the instructions "Take this three
times a day." We then leave, have
the prescription filled and take it
three times a day, with no thought to
any other aspect of taking the drug.
Some doctors may even seem offended. or too busy, to be questioned
about the drugs they prescribe.
However, if you have questions. ASK
THEM. By asking certain pertinent
questions in the doctor's office you
can save time and possible problems
later on. We advise that you .take a
note pad and pen to the doctor's office with you and ask the following
questions. Remember -- you are the
one paying for his time and paying
for the drug, and for your`own health
and peace of mind, you, need the
answers to these questions.
1. What are the generic and brand
names of the-drug?
2_ What is it for and what is it supposed to do?
3. What are the possible side effects

of the drug?
4. If I should be allergic to the drug,
what signs should I look for as a
possible allergic reaction to it?
5. Are there any conditions under
7
which I should not take the drug?
6. How and when should I take the
drug - before or after meals? with
water of juice? for how long?
7. Can I take other medicines with the
drug? I aspirin, antacid, and other
over-the-counter drugs?
8. Can the prescription be refilled?
9. Are there any foods or beverages I
should avoid while taking the drug?
10. Will the drug make me woozy or
sleepy? Can I drive while taking the

drug?
11. How long will it be before the drug
starts taking effect?
12. When should I come back to see
you?
If you are interested in more information about medicines in
general, including how to read a
prescription, what to ask the pharmacist, how to store your medicine
and how to avoid drug interactions,
you will find the information in
Heartline's Almanac for Older
Amerians. To order your copy, send
$9.95 to Heatline's Almanac. 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
43581. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

today in history

Dr. Wayne Sheeks, chairman of
Department of Philosophy at Murray
State College, will be one of the
special lecturers at a Critical Thinking Seminar at Eastern Kentucky
University, Richmond, Aug. 9-11.
Twenty years ago
Assemblies of God members have
purchased a lot at the corner of South
16th Street and Glendale Road to
build an Assembly of God Church.
The Rev. Doyle M. Webb will be
pastor.
Deaths reported include J.W.
Nance,83.
Bond sales for five men's dormitories and a cafeteria nearing
completion, at Murray State College
were approved July 31 by Board of
Regents of MSC.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wells on July 25.
Julia Ann Key, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Key. and Danny Cunningham, son of Mr. and Mrs. Morgan
Cunningham, were married July 28
at Coldwater Methodist Church.
Thirty years ago
Rudolph Futrell and Avery Colson.
both of Murray. were killed about
noon yesterday in a one-car accident
about two miles north of Paris, Tenn.
-The Methodist Church is tearing
down the houses next door in
preparation for building the new
sanctuary," from column, -Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. C.T. Bowerman, July
28, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Spiceland, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. A.C.
Cunningham and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Lovett. all on July 29.
Lillian Hollowell will leave Aug. 5
for a vacation in Alaska. She will
make the trip by car with friends.

History's highlights from the past
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, August 2. the
214th day of 1982. There are 151 days
left in the year. .
Today's highlight in history:
On August 2, 1934, Adolf Hitler
became dictator of Germany.

In 1980, a powerful explcsion ripped through the main railroad station
in Bologna. Italy, killing at least 55
people.

Ten years ago: Egypt's Anwar
Sadat and Libya's Moanunar
Khadafy tentatively agreed to merge
their countries within a year.
On this date:
In 1610, English navigator Henrj.
Five years ago: A bill to establish a
Hudson entered the North Amelircan
federal Department of Energy was
body of water now known as Hudson
approved by Congress.
Bay.
One year ago: Northern Ireland
hunger striker Kieran Doherty died
most
nation's
In 1824, one of the
in the 73rd day of his fast at Belfast's
famous thoroughfares was opened
Maze Prison
New York's FiftlAvenue.
- Today's b.a.Ahdays: Actress Myrna
In 1971,
itee glite'S "Said-ICJ"
:Loy ois 77. Writer James Baldwin is
would support'seating Ferruntilviaii,
-

sa.

China in the United Nations but,
twioona
uldlisotp
i nea.the expulsion of NAcPhos
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Thought for today: A rich man's
joke is always funny. - Thomas
Brown, English writer 1830-1897

WRITE A LETTER - Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
' address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
• Letters should be typewritten
, and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
'Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The' marrhy Ledger'
Times, Box • 1040. Murray, Ky.
42071.
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McDonald-Green wedding planned
Mrs. Mary Ann
McDonald of Salem announces the engagement
and approaching inarnage of her daughter,
Sharon Lynn. to Jeffrey
Roland Green. Miss
McDonald also is the
daughter of the late
James McDonald.
Mr. Green is the son of
Mrs. Cora Lee Green and
the late George Roland
Green of Hickman. He is
the grandson of Mrs. Eva
Johnson and the late
Olney Johnson of
Hickman.
Miss McDonald is a
1976 graduate of Livingston County High
School and received her
Bachelor of Science
degree in political
science in 1980 from Murray State University. She
Sharon Lynn McDonald
is employed by the Livingston County School
to marry Jeffrey Roland Green
System as a teacher at
Salem Elementary University. He received Murray State University Ave., Paducah.
his Juris Doctor Degree and is a member of the
School.
A reception will follow
Mr. Green. a 1972 in 1979 from Salmon P. I aw firm of at the Woman's Club of
at
Weisenberger. Green and Paducah. 1406 Jefferson
graduate of Fulton Coun- Chase Cullege of Law
ty High School, received Northern Kentucky Null in Mayfield.
St.
The wedding is planned
his Bachelor of Science University.
All friends and
The groom-elect is for Saturday. Sept. 4, at 2 relatives are invited to atdegree in political
science and history in employed as Director of p.m. at the Full Gospel tend the wedding and the
1976 from Murray State Regional Services at Tabernacle, 1801 Guthrie reception.

Coming events scheduled
Tuesday, Aug.3
Monday, Aug. 2
Bazaar workshop will
Coldwater United
Methodist Church be at 9:30-a.m. at First
Women will meet at 7:30 United Methodist Church.
p.m. at church.
Murray Assembly No.
Five-Day Plan to Quit
19 Order of the Rainbow
7
at
start
will
Smoking
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor educap.m. at lodge hall.
tional unit of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Fret blood pressure
M ur ray -Cw1Inw ay tests wiH be given from
County Camera Club will noon to 2 p.m. at Seventhmeet at 7 p.m. at First day Adventist Church,
United Methodist Church. South 15th and Sycamore
ciantrel c•nter 753-3314
Streets.
Calloway Band Parents
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Bethel Baptist Bible
band room of Calloway Study will be at home of
County High School.
David and Aleshia Cunningham at 6 p.m.
Recovery. Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Senior citizens acSeventh and Olive tivities will be at 9:30
Streets.
Murray Lodge No. 103
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Douglas Civic Improvement Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Douglastenter.

Tuesday, Aug.3
mit at Dexter Center,
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers, and from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. at Ellis Center

"Meet the Coaches
Night" will be at 7:30
p.m. at Murray High
School fieldhouse and
practice field, adjacent to
the high- school. The
public is invited.
WMU of First Baptist
Church will meet at 9:30
a.m. at church.
Children's Ecology
Walk for ages 12 and
under will be at 2 p.m.
Woodlands Nature
Center, Land Between
the Lakes.

Beef Tacos recipe
listed for supper

Hattie Lee Galloway
WMU Group of Westside
Baptist Church_ will meet
at 7 p.rit at cIiireit.

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor

SUPPER FARE
Rolla
Split Pea Soucir
Beef Tacos and TrimmTuesday, Aug.3
Fresh Fruit
ings
Group II of CWF of Beverage
First Christian Church
" Beef Tacos
will meet at 2 p.m. at
chestnut st. 753-3314
An excellent recipe
church library.
contributed by my sister
Murry TOPS, take off Phyllis.
pounds sensibly) Club
1 pound ground lean
will meet at 7 p.m. at beef
((pen 8 00•Start 8.30
Health Center. North
Medium onion, finely
The Senior Snatch (R)
Seventh qnd Olive chopped
And
Streets.
Large green pepper,
Eager Beaver's (R)
seeded and finely chdpAlcoholics Anonymous ped
TUESDAY IS 55.00
will meet at 8 p.m. at
Large rib celery, finely
western portion of chopped
A CARLOAD
Livestock and Exposition
HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH Center.

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN

FINAL
SUMMER
CLEARANCE

Large clove garlic,
minced
15-ounce can tomato
sauce
I tablespoon I or more)
chili powder
Packaged taco shells
Shredded iceberg lettuce
Grated (medium fine
cheddar cheese
In a 10-inch skillet cook
beef, crumbling with a
fork, until it loses its red
color; add onion, green
pepper, celery, garlic,
tomato sauce and chili
powder; mix well. Simmer, uncovered, until
vegetables are tender
and mixture is thick — 15
to 30 minutes. ( Makes
about 3 cups.)
Heat taco shells according to package directions. Eaters spoon some
of meat mixture into the
shells and top with lettuce
and cheese_

Mr and Mrs. Howard
L. Copeland. Woodbridge
Lane, Benton, announce
the engagement and upcoming marriage of their
daughter. Sheri Colleen.
to Barry Mitchell Smith,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie A. Smith of Calvert
City.
Miss Copeland is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Claudine Copeland of
Benton and the late
Wilson Copeland, and of
Mrs. Elvyn Rayburn of
Murray and the late Joe
Rayburn.
She is a graduate of
Marshall County High
School and currently is
attending Murray State
University.
Mr. Smith is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow Barrett and of
Mr. and Mrs. Elzie Ray
Smith,all of Calvert City.
The groom-elect, a
graduate of Marshall
County High School, also
is attending Murray State
University. He currently
is employed with CM.
Construction Company,
Calvert City.
Wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday,
Aug. 14, at 6:30 p.m. at
the First Missionary Baptist Church,Benton.
A reception will follow
the ceremony in the
fellowship hall of the
church.
All friends and
relatives are invited- to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Vows to be said on Aug. 14

J
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Sheri Colleen Copeland,
bride-elect of Barry Mitchell Smith

Mrs. McClure enjoys visit to her home
the old Harris house near
New Hope site in
Calloway County. •
The Lester Lewis' of
Sikeston, Mo., while at
their Calloway lake cottage, brought Guy Lovins
a fish supper and visited
him one evening.
Otis Lov ins appreciated a fish supper
brought to him by his new
Croppie Hollow
neighbors, the James
Templetons, who attend
Poplar Spring Church.
Mrs. Etha Bailey and
sister-in-law, Lizzie, were
humbly grateful for the
home grown chicken supper brought them by ailing Opal and Derwood

eon r FT t S. TO—
Sot I0 7

--The Village
40 641 N. Murray, Ky.
753-0020
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Edwards. Neighborliness
still exists in times of
need.
Cincinnati people, the
Condicts, have moved to
the former' Wfyehart
house by vacant Wisehart
Grocery.
Mr. and Mrs. John
Livesay, now of Murray,
spent a week in a Memphis hospital recently
while John underwent
eye surgery.
Mrs. Ada Cook, 92, is
glad that her youngest
daughter. Barbara, is
returning with her husband from Michigan to
her lovely hillside home,
formerly Esther
Sigmon's home. Mrs.

Sigmon, Hazel Patterson
and Juanita Moss now
live at Wesleyan Village,
the solar heated apartnients near the lake.
. .
Eric Lovins is general
handyman during his
university vacation, but
his hobby is motorcycle
riding in the hills and
valleys of the home farm
of his parents. the Gene
Lovins'. He proudly
brought home a trophy he
recently won at a motorcycle race at Cadiz.
Our forefathers who eked a living from the land,
now lake country, never
dreamed how years
would bring changes.
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APPROXIMATELY 85 members of the Oaks Country Club were present for
the recent ladies day luncheon and fashion show. Modeling for The Place, The
Cherry's, Mademoiselle and Oaks Pro Shop were, left to right, Carolyn Caldwell,
Paulette Reed, Martha Broach, Laurie Martin and Krista Thompson.

Newborns, admissions re/eased
Adults 127
Nursery 7
7-26-82
Newborn admissions
Janice Hamlett and
baby boy. Rt. 1, Hardin.
Dismissals
Kay Swift, 712 Nash;
Mary E. Erwin and baby
boy, Rt. 1; Kimberly Conner and baby boy, Rt. I.
Hardin; Russell I..
Maness, Rt. 1. Dexter;
Erma L. Wilson, /35
Riviera; Shirley Whitson,
Rt. 7.
Pixie B. Gray, Rt. 7,
Mayfield; James F.
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Down Concord Way

By Estelle Spiceland
We should be as quick
to offer thanks for the luxuriant crops and gardens
this time as we would
have offered pessimistic
predictions had crops
failed.
Sometimes when
clouds obscure our skies
and it seems the sun will
never shine again, I am
reminded of a song,
-- What A Saviour!" which
Joe Pat and Lola James
sang at Sulphur Spring
Church years ago.
They could not know
that, like an arrow shot
into the air, that song
would lodge somewhere.
As I hear of neighbors,
the Joe Pat Robertsons,
and families as Bernice
Wiseharts and others attending the Knoxville
World's Fair, I am
reminded of how years
•
change our values. A patient in the Long
Term Care Unit of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, Mrs. Myrtie
McClure, enjoyed a trip
recently.
Her sons, Gilmer and
Grayson, have carried
their parents on different
tours during their life
time.
But now, the old home,
still cared for by the boys'
families, is the most
desirable vacation spot in
the world to the lone companion. So she enjoyed
her wheel chair tour of
every room of her home
and the dinner they served at her family table.
The Lloyd Spicelands of
Michigan have had efficient workers renovating

- -
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Parker, Rt. 3, Benton;
Eugene E. Spaulding, 500
Vine St.: Anita I..
Stockdale, Rt. 4, Benton;
Valta Walker, 700 Riley
Ct.; Virginia I. Dixon, 213
Woodlawn.
Robert G. Thompson,
Westview Nursing Home;
John W. Lents, Rt. 1, Benton; Jessie I.. Gupton,620
Ellis; Cecil Nicholas, Rt.
8. Benton; Hattie
Vaughn, 300 Woodlawn:
Eva I. Lax, CR Box 25,
New Concord.

and baby boy, 505 Blair;
James G. Murdock, 313
Anderson, Mayfield;
Ruby A. Forrest, Rt. 5;
Roger D. Crouse. Box
341; Christine Beaver,503
Broad.
Melvin R. Smith, Rt. 3:
John R. Gadberry, 1301
Poplar St.; Velma
Gravette, Rt. 1, Wingo;
Vennie L. Bishop, CR Box
19, New Concord; Eitelle
Brown. Rt. 2, Hazel: Martha Eupel Givens, 412
South Eighth St.

Claude Salyer, 201 PatAdults 130
terson, Paris, Tenn.;
Nursery 7
Loden N. Bedwell, 160
7-27-82
Walnut,- Renton: Martine
,Grooms,163 CbestnutSL;
Newborn admissions
Regina Hale and baby Martha I.. Logan, 1002
girl, Rt. IT
Vine, Fulton; Mary
Lavurn (largos ( expired)
Dismissals
Karen A
Alexander RI 7.
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Nurses graduate from school

Jack sons return home

ries

14

Mr and Mrs Willie Jackson have returned home
after spending two weeks in Washington, D C Mr
Jackson, a lieutenant colonel with the Army
Reserves, was on special assignment at the Pentagon during the two weeks' period While there the
Jacksons visited many scenic and historical points
of interest

James F. Scott of Murray'. She presently is
employed at MurrayCalloway County,
Hospital.
Sandra Scott Barnett is
the wife of Kenneth
Barnett and they reside
on Rt. 2, Hazel, with their
three children, Stacy
Michelle. Tracy Rena
and Robert Glenn. A 1973
graduate of Calloway.
County High School, she
is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Priestly Scott, Rt. 1,
Puryear,Tenn.
Sharon I.. McConnell is
the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry McConnell,
Murray. Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Carter and Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Barnes, all
of Marion. As president of
Health Occupations
Students of America, she
presided over class

Seven local persons are
among the recent

graduates of the Murray

School of Practical Nursing.
Graduation ceremonies
By Abigail Van Buren
.011 Sf
'
942 13( Ufli.,S•
for the class were conducted at Memorial Bapfist Church. The class had
been in session for a year.
Graduates include the
following:
Kathryn Albin '
Regular ladies day golf will be played WednesDEAR ABBY: l'ye been reading your column for years. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
day, Aug. 4, at Murray Country Club. Elizabeth
now'
am
I
as
you
with
furious
and never have I been so
Thurman Albin, Kirksey
Slusmeyer, hostess, said because of the Betty
- His Uncle- wroLe to say that at a family reunion his
Stieperd Tournament at Oaks Country Club and 6-year-old nephew was caught playing "doctor" with a 5Sandra Parrish
vacations, no lineup will be listed Members may year-old girl cousin, so the boy's mother painted his geniwith their two daughters,
make up their own foursomes or be paired at the tals with Mercurochrome and made him sit naked in front
Jennifer and Christy A
tee.
of his relatives while they made fun of him!
graduate of Calloway
Winners from play on July 28 with Sue Costello as
Abby, if this is what that boy was made to suffer in
County High School. she
hostess were: Championship. Jerlene Sullivan, win- public, God only knows what kind of abuse that helpless
allowis the daughter of Mr. and
ner, Betty Jo Purdom, second; first, Margaret child is subjected to at home! The uncle felt "guiltyand
ridiculed,
and
display
public
tied
on
put
Inus,
be
to
boy
and
the
ing
Mrs Wayne Stone of
Shuffett, winner, Dianne Villanova
anything I can do beyond some sincere
'Ors.
for second; second, Edith Garrison, winner, asked, "Is there
praying?"
winHaney,
Cathryn Garrott, second; third, Ann
uncle -out-but good
that
chew
to
you
expected
fully
I
sefor
ner, Rowena Cullom and Freda Steely, tied
telling him in no uncertain terms that those who particcond; fourth, Mary Bell Overbey, winner, and Betty ipated in the jeering were guilty of child abuse! Instead,
Powell, second; Rowena Cullom, low putts.
you nonchalantly said, "All kids play doctor. Just be sure
your nephew knows he committed no serious crime, and
should not repeat the deed.- Then all you had to say about
the boy's mother was that she was both "cruel and unfeeling."
Kathryn Albin
Club
Women's
Professional
and
Business
Murray
I hope you get thousands of letters protesting your incommunity, was a 1979
will have its fourth annual salad luncheon on Fri- adequate answer.
LONGTIME READER graduate of Calloway
day, Aug. 13, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Fellowship
County High School, She
Hall of First Baptist Church,South Fourth Street.
DEAR READER: The number of letters I received presently is employed at
Tickets are $2.75 each and may be purchased
readers set a new record. You are Murray-Calloway County
from any club member. This is a special fund rais- from outraged
my answer was inadequate. Incorporating sug- Hospital.
ing project of the club and the public is urged to sup- right;
gestions from readers, how is this for a second try:
Sandra Parrish is the
port the club, a spokesman said.
wife of Rob Edd Parrish
rebe
should
mother
boy's
The
DEAR UNCLE:
Sandra S. Barnett
and they reside on Rt. 2
ported to your local child-protective agency. She's
obviously ignorant, sadistic and unfit to raise a
child. Furthermore, if not one person present (inAug. 7,
A Summer Supper Sale will be Saturday,
cluding you) realized that a child should not be punMethodist
United
ished and ridiculed for doing what every child does
at 6 p.m. at Independence
464. naturally (exploring out of curiosity), you all need
Church, located east of Almo off Highway
Home canned goods, handmade items, odds and couseling in sex education and parenting.
But why was the boy alone "punished"? The girl
ends and food will be available. The public is inwas also a party to the incident.(She may have even
vited, a church spokesman said.
instigated it.) By assuming that the boy took advan:
tage of her, you perpetuate the "bad boy — good
girl" stereotype.
RICHMOND, Va. i AP) for medical research at
and
them,
protect
Children depend on adults to
Although an obstetri- A.H. Robins Co., based in
.
adults who would stand by and permit a child to be clan
says he used a cough Richmond.
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club abused are as guilty as the abuser!
A cause of infertility in
.syrup to treat infertility
at
a.m.
11
to
9
from
4,
Aug.
Wednesday.
•••
will play
4
in some women, the some women is abWhen
years.
eight
for
divorced
Club.
Murray Country
DEAR ABBY • I have been
syrup manufacturer says normally thick cervical
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Deanna I was married I lived in another state. After the divorce I further studies of the pro- mucus, which also confrom
away
miles
3,9{X)
is
which
Alice
and
York,
Kopperud
New
to
Kathy
back
moved
Parker, Cecelia Brock,
tains chemical factors
cedure are needed.
Rouse; Court Two— Debbie Keller, Cindy Howard, my ex-husband.
ex-husband has Dr. Jerome H. Check of hostile to sperm.
my
divorce,
my
since
years
eight
the
Pat
In
—
Three
Court
Carol Waller and Cathy Mattis;
Guaifenesin is believed
visited our child. He doesn't even call to talk to the Jefferson Medical
Weatherly. Renee Wynn, Vickie Holton and Dinah never once
what his father looks like!
College in Philadelphia to change the consistency
idea
no
has
son
My
boy.
the
AlexAnnette
the
Vire; Court Four — Cindy Dunn and
In the beginning I asked him many times to come and said in a recent journal of mucus throughout
has article that doses of body, Keenan said. Thus,
ander.
see his son, but he refused with different excuses. He
visitation rights, but never uses them.
Robitussin apparently it may make the cervical
My question: Should I just take my son to see his father? produced changes in mucus less viscous,
What effect do you think it would have on the boy?
of his patients that allowing sperm to
BETWIXT AND BETWEEN some
enabled them to become penetrate, and it may
Group B, Section Two, of Ladies Tennis of Murdilute out the substances
to pregnant.
ray Country Club will play Friday, Aug. 6, at 9 a.m.
DEAR B. AND B.: Do not just "take" your son
hostile to sperm.
publishwas
report
His
comto
chosen
has
he
that
knowing
at the club.
see his father,
Keenan said further
on
and
Fertility
May
child
in
in
ed
rejected
a
force
To
Frances
—
boy.
One
the
Court
follows:
ignore
as
pletely
The lineup is
the Sterility, the journal of studies are needed.
for
experience
devastating
a
be
could
Vicki
father
and
his
Purdom
Hulse, Norma Frank, Wilda
a future relationship. the American Fertility
Miller; Court Two — Vicki Baker. Joy Waldrop, boy, and ruin any chance for
For the sake of both your son and his father, sug- Society. About a month
Leisa Faughn and Gaye Haverstock; Court Three
that your "ex" get professional help in order to ago he reported on his
— Janice Howe, Carol Waller, Janie Ryan and gest
face seeing the child he fathered. If he flatly studies at the Pan
least
at
Lashlee Foster; Court Four — Gayle Foster, Jan refuses, write him off.
American Conference on
Seargent, Pat Seiber and Pat Greer.
•
Fertility and Sterility in
in
and
word,
a
mispronounces
someone
DEAR ABBY: If
Puerto Rico.
the course of the conversation the word must be used by A major ingredient of
both parties, is it rude to pronounce that word correctly?
GOOD MANNERS INTENDED Robitussin and many
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Alexander, 505 Blair St.. are
other cough preparations
the parents of a son, Wesley Dean, weighing seven
Rude? Not in my book. To repeat the is an agent called
GOOD:
DEAR
pounds five ounces, measuring 20 inches, born Sun- mispronunciation in an effort to be "polite" would guaifenesin. It decreases
day. July 25. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. be more phony than helpful.
the viscosity of mucus,
They have a daughter, Kimberly DeAnn,3.
and thus makes it easier
The mother, the former Karen Williams, is
Every teenager should know the truth about drugs, for the patient to cough it
employed at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. sex and how to be happy. For Abby's excellent book- up from his respiratory
The father is with the Murray Police Department. let, send $2 and a long, stamped (37 cents) envelope system, said Dr. Robert
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Eli Alexander and to: Abby, Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, E. Keenan, vice president
Calif.90038.
the late Mrs. Juanita Williams, all of Murray.___

Golf ploy Wednesday

Family's Cruelty Is Crime
In Need of Punishment

Cindy Zilafro
Murray, and the mother
of three children, Leroy.
Danny and Laura. She is
the daughter of Vester

Salad luncheon planned

Summer supper Saturday

Obstetrician says
more study needed

Tennis play Wednesday
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Tennis play Friday

Sharon McConnell
meetings and attended
workshops in Louisville
pertaining to parliamentary procedure and as
state officer 'elections'
delegate. Currently she is
employed at. MurrayCalloway ., County
Hospital.
Cindy Zilafro is the wifeof Ron Zilafro who is
employed at Big John's
and they reside with their
son, Joshua, on Rt. 5. A
1975 honor graduate of
East Prairie School
System, she is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Weldon Bird -of
East Prairie, Mo.
Presently she is
employed at .WeStView
Nursing:- Home and will
attend Murray State
University this fall.
Lovella F. Johnson is
the wife of Gene Johnson,
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NEW ALBANY, Ind.
AP) — A new resident at
the Providence Retirement Home has produced
some changes in the past
two weeks.
Rupert Hinton, an 85year-old resident, now
talks to people during his
morning walks.
Della Hanlon, a 97year-old who hadn't left
her room for months,
made three trips to the
front lobby in one day
recently.
Residents are now
beginning to congregate
on the home's massive
front porches in the evenings, and they are talking
more.
Sister Barbara Ann
Zeller, the new • administrator of the home,
said she has no doubts
about the cause of the
change.
Sweet Muffin, better
known as Muffy, arrived
on July 8. The 4-year-old
cocker spaniel has taken
up permanent residence
with the 76 men and
women who reside at the
home.
When the Sisters of
Providence assigned
Sister Barbara to become
the home's administrator
and move from .TerrInd,.

without the dog on July 1,
and shortly therafter asked the residents if they'd
like to have a dog living
with them.
"Just about everyone
in the room applauded. I
knew I had a shoo-in,"
said Sister Barbara, who
was given the dog a year
ago.
Hinton naturally fell into the task of taking Muffy for her morning walks.
He had always walked
unnoticed before, but now
people stop him to talk
about his dog.
They say she's cute
and all that," said Hinton, who hasn't owned a
dog since he "was a kid."
The kitchen and the

Haute, In
abs didn't
presume automatically
that Huffy Would join her
Sister Barbara came

COPY AVAILABLE

dining room are off limits
to Muffy, but she is allowed elsewhere provided
she is being watched by a
staff member or a resident.
Upon request, residents
can keep Muffy in their
rooms for an hour or so.
When she's not filling requests, the cocker usually
attracts a crowd on a
porch, in a lobby or just
padding down the hall.
Sister Barbara, who
has been trained in gerontology, said research has
shown pets have a
therapeutic effect.
"Doctors soon will be
prescribing dogs the way
they prescribe pills,"
Sister Barbara predicted.

Summer
Supper Sale
Independence United
Methodist Church
Saturday,
August 7
6:00 p.m.
Home Con Goods,
Handmade items and
odds & ends for sole
FOOD AVAILABLE

Public Invited
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Retirement home residents
change after 'Muffin'arrives

ed

—•Wayne Rowe
Wayne Rowe is the husband of the former Debbie McKinney. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs_Roy
Rowe of Hardin.

Wesley Dean Alexander born

t
'
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int for
e, The
[dwell,

Lovella F Johnson
Faircloth of Benton and
the late Ann Faircloth.
While a student she served on the Student Council
and was voted most likely
to succeed by her
classmates. Presently
she is employed by
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
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KENNETH PAUL ROACH, 14 months, Rt. 6,
finds a way to cool off on those hot muggy days by
playing in his miniature swimming pool. His
parents are DeWayne and Louise Roach.

TOO FAT?
Dr. Bernard G. Morin
Osteopathic Physician 8,
Surgeon
Specializing in Boriatrics
(Weight Control)
At
Broeringmeyer-Heoth
Awareness Center
ALTERNATE PLANS
INDIVIDUALIZED COUNSELING
CALL

753-2962
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Needy persons reap benefits from prison's garden crops
EDDYVILLE. Ky
I API - Cucumbers, cabbage, beets and other
vegetables grown by
prisoners at the Western
Kentucky Farm Center
are helping feed the
needy.
A good growing season
produced a surplus that
we can't give..,to any individuals or people who
work here," said John
Duncan, superintendent
of the minimum-security
institution in Lyon County.
So the vegetables are
being passed on to the
Pennyrile Allied Community Services.
It is entirely up to the
organization to determine where the

vegetables go," Duncan
said. •'Once they leave
this farm, they are out of
our hands."
A large shipment of
cabbage and cucumbers
left last week. Trucks
assembled by the Pennyrile group, headed at
Eddyville by Beverly
Stephenson, came to the
farm and were loaded by
inmates.
The inmates supply
about 75 percent of the
food needed for the
state's penal institutions.
The shipment consisted'
of 6,000 pounds of cabbage, 5,000 pounds of
cucumbers and 350
pounds of squash, said
corrections official Glenn
Dalton. He said he ex-

pects 75.000 pounds of
vegetables to pass
through the organization's hands in the next
few weeks.
Ms. Stephenson said
the produce is being used
to set up. food banks in
nine counties of the Pennyrile district: Caldwell,
Christian, Crittenden,
Hopkins, 1.ivingston,
Lyon, Muhlenberg, Todd
and Trigg. She said the
food will be distributed
weekly, or whenever it is
available from the farm
center.
"The food is taken to
the counties and
distributed to those
clients who have been
laid off from their jobs,"
she said. "Food also is go-

ing to local meal centers
( where the organization
gives food to the needy
and to low-income
families."
She said because of the
large quantities of food
available, recipes are
also being distributed on
how to prepare, can or
freeze it.
Some of the recipients
plan to can some of the
food and return it to the
food bank at Eddyville,'
something that "will help
when the fresh food is not
available," Ms. Stephenson said.
Dalton said food also is
grown at Roederer Farm
Center near the Kentucky
State Reformatory near
La Grange and at

Sludge kills farmers livestock
LORETTO, Ky. AP)
- Environmental officials think sludge from
a Louisville sewagetreatment plant may
have caused the leadpoisoning deaths of three
cows in Marion County.
Two dairy cows owned
by Larry Elder and
another on an farm adjoining his have died in
the past year. Tests by
state officials showed the
cows died from lead
poisoning.
Samples of the creek
from which the cattle
drank showed it had nine
times the recommended
maximum level of lead
and slightly more than
the recommended maximum of mercury.
In addition, Elder's
herd has had a lower than

normal rate of conception.s and a higher rate of
abortions, which could be
caused by consumption of
heavy metals, said Dr.
James Cook, a Lebanon
veterinarian.
Elder's land and the adjoining farm are both
downstream from land
where sludge from
Louisville's sewagetreatment plant was
spread two years ago.
The sludge came from
the Morris Forman
Waste Water Treatment
Plant, which often
handles high concentration of toxic heavy metals
from Jefferson County industries.
While environmental
officials say they can't be
sure ih.i runoff from the

sludge killed the cattle,
they have so far been
unable to find another
cause.
Officials of two divisions of the state Department of Environmental
Protection planned to
meet today to discuss the
problem.
Release of heavy
metals from soil is hard
to predict and can continue for many- years,
said Keith Brock, environmental officer for
the Marion County Health
Department.
In 1980, Marion Fiscal
Court passed a county ordinance banning hauling
of sludge into the county.
Shortly after, Norbert
Brahm. who lives near
Elder, hauled about 700

tons of sludge to his
Loretto farm.
Brahm was cited for a
violation, but the charge
was dismissed because
an essential witness was
not subpoenaed for the
trial.
Brahm has denied
sludge is spread in his
field and said he's grazing 50 cattle there.
"The only source of
water they've got is the
pond," he said, "and
they've had no ill effects
whatsoever. If I was
scared, of that being
polluted, I wouldn't run
my cattle in there."
Alex Barber, director
of the state Division of
Waste Management, said
more tests are needed
because the latest ones
weren't comprehensive.

Southern States
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Blackburn Institution
near Lexington for the
state's nine correctional
institutions.
The inmates appear to
enjoy taking part in the
venture

"It makes me feel that
am doing something
worthwhile," said one
young prisoner from
Louisville. "I think the inmates take pride in doing
this."

Excess food may not be
available at the Western
Kentucky Farm Center
next year. Duncan said,
because a food processing plant is being
built on the grounds.

Milk before calf's birth

Buchanan
Feed And Seed

2 Gauge
/
1 21

$30.60
GATES (Painted Pipe)

ONLY

Bag &
Bulk Feeds

12' -.$36.00 SAVE $6.95

753-5378

29.50 Save 55.20 .14 539.40 SAVE $7.00
•10' $32.70 SAVE 56.15 •16' S42.45 SAVE $7.45

•8 S

Industrial Rd.

Murray, Ky.

HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS

OMr

VI Super II With Case
$143.95 SAVE S96.00

"SIERREVAVIE
ptENT
fir
r
i

Super XL 20" 5299.95 SAVE $100.00

EXTRA HEAVY
DUTY EHD-27
BATTERIES
12 Volt $38.65
$13.85

5 GAL.
No. 52
$7.69
Industrial Rd.

END -1 6 Volt S39.9.1; SAVE $14.55
EHD-24 12 Volt $42.75 SAVE S15.25
MF-24 12 Volt $49.95 SAVE 523.05
MF-27 12 Volt $56.75 SAVE $19.25

Roof Coating 8 Drive Way Sealer
5 Gal Drive Way Sealer No. 82 $13.50
5 Gal. Roof Coating Fiberated No. 41 $11.92
5 G.Roof Coating Non-Fiber No. 42 $1 1 .92

AREA"

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

; 753-3404
2t
Vaill/VGrain '
.Merchandising
I

5 Gal. Aluminum Coating No. 61 $29.95
5 Gal. Mobile Home Coating No. 72 $29.95

75 -142

average of $156.76.
Georgia sales for the
week were 20,335,797
pounds at an average of
$170.77 per hundred, raising season totals to
34,712,695 pounds at an
average of $163.72.
In Florida, 3,025,273
pounds were sold last
week at an average of
$165.24, bringing season
totals to 5,717,409 pounds
at an average of $159.18.
The proportion of sales
placed under loan increased last week, the
service said. The
stabilization corporation
received 17.8 percent of
sales, with the season
percentage at 17.1 percent.
Last year for the same
period, less than .1 percent was placed under
loan.

WE FOCUS
ON FARMING.

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY
MAINTENANCE FREE

Save

Florida tobacco prices
ahead of last year
VALDOSTA, Ga. AP )
- Prices on the GeorgiaFlorida flue-cured tobacco belt are running ahead
of last year's pace as
sales enter the third
week, the Federal-State
Market News Service
said.
Prices continued their
upward trend last week.
with gross sales of
23,361,070 pounds at at
average of $170.06 per
hundred pounds, an increase of $16.53 over
opening week, the service
said.
Through last week's
trading, gross sales for
the season totaled
40,430,104 pounds at an
average of $163.08 per
hundred pounds. During
the same period last
year, 28,963,425 pounds
were auctioned at an

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

Murray

Other lenders must spread their time and money
among several, different interests. Not us' We're
the Production Credit Association - lenders that
focus on forming only! Because agricultural credit
is our only business, you con count on us to know
and understand the financial needs of farmers
Operators large and small come to KA for production credit because they know they con count
on us to hone a readily available source of funds. So
when you're set your sights on a production goal
Coll us We can give you o clear picture of your
financing possibilities because of "CA, we focus
on-forming only!

We re agric Whore s
leading tending hand
Let's Talk

Jackson Purchase
PCA
Hwy 641 N

753-5602
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42 years old,
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Secretary of and if such a program is gram, whether if should tions USDA is considerAgriculture John R. established, a payment be exempted from any ing are scheduled to apBlock has asked the date for the diversion; , acreage reduction pro- pear in the July 27,
Federal Register.
- offsetting and cross gram.
public to comment by
Comments should be
Block also asked for
Aug. 26 on provisions of compliance requirements
the 1983 feed grain pro- under acreage reduction opinions on provisions for sent to: Howard C.
a farmer-owned grain Williams, Director,
gram, the details of program;
reserve, commodity analysis division. USDAwhich must be announced
- methods for deter- eligibliity, premiums and ASCS, room 3741-S, P.O.
by Nov. 15.
mining 1983 crop acreage discounts, the establish- Box 2415, Washington,
Block said he plans to
bases;
ment of county loan rates D.C. 20013. The comannounce the 1983 feed
- whether barley and all other provisions ments will be available
grain program well in advance of the Nov. 15 should be included for necessary to carry out a for public inspection in
loan and purchase pro- room 3741 of USDA's
payment purposes; and
statutory deadline.
South Building during
- if malting barley is gram for feed grains.
Block said the U.S.
Details of program op- regular business hours.
Department of included in the 1983 proAgriculture would like to
receive as many comments as possible so it
will have a broad range of
public opinion about the
program. He said he will
Milking began as early
URBANA, Ill. -i AP - mon. Production increasstudy the public's recom21 days before the exmendations, as well as A dairy farmer might ed from an annual as
of a calf, said
the most current data on find that Elsie produces average of 6,595 pected birth
but the timing
U.S. and world crop con- more milk if milking kilograms per cow to Harmon,
did not seem to be imporditions and erop supply begins before her calf is 8,313 kilograms.
Production was about tant.
and demand before he born instead of after,
research at Southern Il- the same each year for
The scientists also
makes final decisions.
Specifically, USDA linois University sug- the cows that were milk- found that it took fewer
ed only after their calves artificial inseminations
would like to receive gests.
She also might be were born - 7,235 to get the early milked
comments on:
- loan and purchase healthier, get pregnant kilograms the first year cows pregnant again prices, target prices and easier and remain pro- and 7,535 the second, he an average of 1.71 injecsaid.
tions, compared with 2.36
the national program ductive longer.
Harmon believes milk the year they were not
SIU dairy specialist
acreage;
- whether to establish David Harmon and production suffers when a milked during pregnaneither an acreage reduc- graduate student Dawn dairy cow has to deal with cy.
tion or set-aside pro- Hamilton milked 45 Hols- several stresses at the
The group that was
gram, and, if USDA teins for two years to same time - the beginn- milked after birth both
the
and
establishes reductions for determine the effect of ing of milking
required about the
birth of a calf, for exam- years
corn, oats, barley or early milking.
same number of services
The production of one ple.
sorghum, the levels of
pregnant - 2.75
"If you can start that to get
group increased 26 persuch reductions;
and 2.66.
- provisions governing cent when milking began milking early, she gets
Harmon said he was
acreage devoted to con- during pregnancy, com- used to it before she has
pared with the year when the calf," he said. "She not certain why early
servation use;
- whether to establish milking began with the can get acquainted with milking seemed to make
a land diversion program birth of calves, said Har- new situations at a more it easier for cows to get
pregnant again.
gradual pace."
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BARBWIRE

By Lawrence

It will have 15,000
square feet of floor space
for meat processing, canning, freezing and preserving what is grown on the
farm, Duncan said.

Ag group seeks public input
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ot nuclear war Homestead Elks Club place a bet at Gulf
A iut of i&&di -11114-S on then a Nike missile base. shadow
Of the 23 companies that bar. "There's too many Stream Park He agreed
the
of
midst
the
In
the base would ignite a
and pocketed the money
Lawrence E Lamb,M.D.
Keirstead vowed were started to build moving parts, too much
fireball that would blitz
'We're in the final
bomb shelters in the going on, to be able to
shelter.
bomb
a
build
to
Keirstead's one-story,
Miami area in 1962, none clamp a lid on it. It'll soon days, like it says in The
had
he
contractor,
a
As
cement-block home and
Old Book," he concluded
explode. Has to."
quiet middle-class access to materials, man- survived, according to
He paused. A friend soberly -I'm going to
Dade County's Deputy
know-how
and
power,
neighborhood.
to need my shelter yet "
For $8,000, Keirstead Civil Defense Director ambled by to ask him
walking program and
Homestead's first
Albert
Fischer.
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
of
Versailles
increase our walking until
spasm of nuclear missile built the
Bit by bit, Keirstead
we are walking about four
madness came in the ear- bomb shelters. It still
lam miles a day
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
DEAR DR LAMB
an eerie monu- turned his bomb shelter
stands,
ly
1960s.
About
120
miles
lita
and
male
old,
years
42
Once we are doing fairly
into
a
WITH GENUINE
for
warehouse
FEELING
to the south, Cuban Presi- ment to the Cold War.
tle overweight My neighbor well with walking we plan to
The shelter, measuring racks of old clothes,
PARTS
dent Fidel Castro allowed
and I plan on a fitness start jogging a few steps in
GM
program We both need it the middle of our walk and
the Soviet Union to install 12 feet by 18 feet and stan- moldy books, television
other
ears
and
rabbit
and
column
We read your
gradually jog, walk, jog,
medium-range ICBMs on ding above ground behind
know that we should start walk until we can jog a reathe island, 90 miles from his home, has walnut odds and ends.
slowly and gradually build sonable amount without
Weeds as high as
paneling, birch cabinets
Florida.
up. We are going to follow difficulty
prairie wheat sprouted
and
food
with
laden
For
months,
a
your plan and start with
I have read that you need
from the roof. Keirstead
Homestead lived in an- china, a soundproofed
to do stretching exercises
finally ventured up onto
that
beds
three
ceiling,
119111111=.11111111ROMS
ticipation
war
and
A
fear.
these
do
we
too Should
before our walk or jog or
room was set up at double as storage trunks, the shelter's dirt roof to
clear them off -when my
afterward? What do we need
Homestead, and an electric lighting and a
to stretch? And how? Why
estimated 25,000 military collection of his favorite neighbors talked about
me growing marijuana."
do we need to stretch if we
personnel were billeted books including the Bible
do?
But with the Mideast in
throughout the southern and the "Rubaiyat" of
1978 Chevy Econoline
DEAR READER - ConPersian poet Omar turmoil and U.S.-Soviet
part of the state.
gratulations on your good
2-tone Silver, New Truck trade,n, PS P
chilled,
relations
Khayyam.
sensible
Mayor Irving Peskoe
intentions and your
Air, Really nice, 35xxx miles
A 2-foot-thick roof and Keirstead thinks he will
plan. Exercising with someAlthough fear of was there - not in a suit
one else often helps to nuclear holocaust has and tie, but wearing 3-foot walls were built to soon be putting his bomb
motivate you and keep you recently re-emerged as a khakis as a counsel in the block radiation - "and shelter to better use.
753-2617
"If! read my Bible corgoing.
issue, it has Air Force's Judge whatever else they were
Yes, you need to stretch_ national
will
a
rectly,
be
there
throwing
about
thinking
You need stretching exercis- never been far from those Advocate-General's diviMurra
world war or global conat us," he says.
Frames Drake
es to maintain normal pos- residents of South Florida sion.
GM GlIJAIJTV
A well with a hand flict within the next five
"The fields around
ture and normal flexibility. who lived through the
SERVICE PiuRTS
What kind of day will tumor- If your neck muscles and 1962 Cuban missile crisis. Homestead were bristl- pump and a toilet tap into years," he said, perched
GODIMILLt. VOTOIRS PARTS DIVISION
ow be? To find out what the tendons and connective tisFor Keirstead and ing with anti-missile the aquifer that runs on a stool at the
'tars say, read the forecast sue are tight you might have 25,000 others in this city missiles," says the 62- under Homestead, while
trouble turning your neck to
given for your birth sign.
of the year-old Peskoe. "At a complicated system of
see properly when you go on chopped out
sawgrass and avocadp night, you could hear the ducts and blowers enan expressway.
ARLES
Jogging and running can fields of south Dade Couri- military convoys rolling sures that the air in the
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 4r
cause injury to muscles if ty, life in the shadow of a down the road to Key shelter is fresh.
Trust intuitive promptings they are not stretched. Some
Under threat of atomic
possible mushroom cloud West."
000
regarding career. Personal people even tear their ham1.11 .11.1-41011
Ky Al' 'USDA. nothing new.
Improvised military destruction, Keirstead
65 75. 600.700 lbs 62 00-65 50, 725-755 lbs
relations, though, may be string muscles at the back of is
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61 4063 25. large frame 1 1100-950 lbs
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By The Associated Press- side looking in."
theft or breakage. Impatience your body, then you can
50 50. good and choice 310-300 lb venters
boars over 300 Its 46 50-47 00. under NO Boars 40-43
Keirstead immediately 55 00-63 00, good 45-44 lb calves 5000
could make you act against stretch Don't stretch a cold
5,45 25-46 50
Feeder steers med.. frame 1 300Sheep untested early
the dictates of conscience, but body.
bought a .22-caliber rifle
The
state
month.
a
$46.10
For jogging and running
don't.
still
which
shotgun,
a
Ky.
and
FRANKFORT,
you need to stretch your leg ( API - Health insurance also will pay the $46.10 lean against the wall of
CANCER
THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY
(June 21 toJuly 22) 00 muscles particularly but a for state employees will premium for employees the shelter ready for use.
A loved one seems unsym- general stretching program cost more under a new with families, but the
After the missile crisis
be
pathetic, yet there's satisfac- for the whole body will
contract with Blue Cross- workers must pay an ad- dissipated, Homestead
tion to be gained on the job helpful.
to
month
a
$69.26
ditional
moved out from under the
Use the slow stretch, hold- Blue Shield of Kentucky
247.06730, 1-800.592.3488
((LINT KELLEY MAYFIELD, KY
through ingenuity. Curtail exdependents
ing your stretch for at least that takes effect Oct. 1, include their
travagance.
in the plan.
30 seconds. The methods and state officials said.
LEO
The contract has been
details are in The Health
July 23 to Aug. 22)
A two-year contract negotiated each year with
Letter number 19-10.
Family squabbles could Stretching and Flexibility, with Blue Cross was signBlue Cross, but the state
erupt now. Take the pressure which I am sending you. Oth- ed last week after the
began taking bids last Ocoff everyone by going out ers who want this issue can company submitted the
after premiums
together to someplace special. send 75 cents with a long. only bid for health in- tober
stamped, self-addressed surance coverage to jumped 38 percent.
Accent largess.
Officials said letters
envelope for it to me, in care
VIRGO
of this newspaper, P.O. Box 93,200 state employees, asking for proposals were
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22i
Your penchant for details 1551, Radio City Station, teachers and their sent to 700 companies but
New York, NY 10019.
that the firms indicated
could lead to quarrels with
families.
DEAR DR. LAMB others. A good work idea
The state -paid they weren't interested
functionthe
explain
Please
comes after job hours. Be al difference between a man premium this year for because of high costs and
difcareful with money.
who has had a vasectomy single employees will in- administrative
LIBRA
and one who has been crease from $39.84 to ficulties.
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
castrated. Can a man who
Self-doubt impedes career has been castrated attain an
efforts, though an impromptu erection and experience an
party should be to your liking. orgasm? Does it make any
I han't go overboard spending. difference if castration
occurs before or after sexual
SCORPIO
maturity is reached?
nt'
21)
Nov.
(Oct. 23 to
DEAR READER - There
Financial interests prosper, are two basic parts of the
too
be
to
inclined
you're
but
testicles. The tubules genbossy with loved ones. Your erate sperm cells. If you tie
suspiciousness could alienate off the main tube, the vas
deferens, you block the exit
others.
of sperm cells and there
SAGIWARIllS
may even be some deterio(Nov.22 to Dec. 211 •4
Don't put your foot in your ration of the tubes' ability to
sperm cells.
form
mouth today. Something you
The second function is to
say in confidence could be
produce sex hormones, both
repeated later. A friend may estrogen and testosterone,
be depressed.
but more of the latter. The
CAPRICORN
hormones are formed by dif( Dec.22 to Jan. 19) 16
HOUR
ferent cells interspersed
Yoire inclined to quarrel between the tubules
DRY
involved.
now qtwn money's
It follows that a vasectoThe price for career success my will not affect the hora
hurt
you
mone function or normal
may be too costly, if
Centro' Shopping (elite,
sexual responses. Castration
loved one's feelings.
Open 7 . 00 u.no to ti SOP no
form
to
ability
removes
the
Phone. 753 9525
AQUARIUS
hormones. If it is done
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 )'a male will
Frustration about a work before puberty
not develop secondary male
matter may cause you to say characteristics. If it is done
something you'll later regret. after puberty it is possible to
moor-4....
cn,
ar. nova&
New friendships look promis- still obtain an erection, but
ing.
sexual drive may be signifiLecrocsow. 44/...st
CovCOn
cantly decreased.
(NEWSPAPER ENT1ERPRISE ASSN /
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A romantic or financial
disappointment shouldn't lead
to reckless behavior. Keep
new career possibilities confidential for now.
YOU BORN TODAY have
the gift of salesmanship and
would make an inspired
DAILY FLIGHTS BETWEEN MURRAY AND NASHVILLE
stockbroker or realtor. You
talents
have many creative
and belong on the stage, for
From Murray to Nashville
you are dramatic by nature.
Frequency
Arrive
Depart
Flight
and
charming
quite
You're
Mon.-Fri
7:25 a.m.
6:40 a.m.
101
people will go out of their way
Mon.-Sat
1:30 p.m.
1245 am'
103
to help you get to the top. Be
Sun -Fri
5: 45 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
105
careful, though, not to use peoFrom Nashville to Murray
ple for your own ends. A need
Frequency
Arrive
Depart
Flight
for security can keep you from
Mon.-Fri
10:20 a.m.
9:35 a.m.
developing your creative gifts,
102
Mon -Sat
which would be a shame, for
315 p.m.
230p.m. •
101
Sun.-Fri
you have marked ability in
8:15 p.m.
7:30p.m.
106
painting, music, dance, film,
fiction and poetry. Advertisry
ing and journalism may. also
appeal to you. Birthdate of.
Leon Uns, novelist, 1)olores
Del Rio, actress, and Tony
Bennett,singer.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

By JOHN-THOR
DAHLBURG
Associated Press Writer
HOMESTEAD, Fla.
AP -After the Big One
blows away his
neighbors, Wally
Keirstead plans to rekindle Western civilization
with the Bible, the
"•Rubaiyat" of Omar
Khayyam and a 12-gauge
shotgun.
For 29 years, the 74year-old building contractor has lived on
Ground Zero - close
enough to Homestead Air
Force Base to fear being
incinerated by an atomic
blast.
"It's been enough to
give you white knuckles
at times," he booms in a
Connecticut Yankee
voice. )
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Whiz Again Joe in thedough
and sets Illinois track record
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Two years ago. veteran
barrel racing enthusiast
Billy Joe Kingins decided
to switch to racing flat
tracks after 20 years in
the sprint-and -turn
business. Today he's at
least $2,382.50 richer
because of the change.
The main reason for his
increased fortune is a
four-year-old streak of
lightning with the catchy
handle — Whiz Again Joe.
Saturday Whiz Again
Joe won the Illinois
Quarter Horse Race
Association Sprint Trials
at the state fair in Springfield, setting a new
track record in the process.
The victory for the
speedster, owned by the
Providence, Ky., native,
was his 18th consecutive
viin with over half of his
first place finishes coming at the Country
Quarter track located
south of Murray.
We were surprised he
did so. well." Kingins ad-

milted. "But as you
know, in a horse race
anything can happen."
Saturday the
"anything" that happened for Whiz Included setting the new record for
State Fair Downs, covering 300 yards in 15.52
seconds for a speed index
mark of 103.

bat to urge the 4-year-old
into action. •'He's the
fastest I've ever been on
and it doesn't take much
to make him go."

While Whiz is rocketing
to bigger and better
paychecks. he's still a
mystery horse in some
respects. Neither Farmer
nor Kingins can agree on
Besides becoming a what distance is Whiz's
record setter and earning best.
his owner nearly $2,900 of
"Anywhere from VO to
the $6,000 total purse, 440 yards," says Kingins,
Whiz also handed Bug-A- "Usually the further the
Do, a local .favorite, his better because if you
first loss in three years.
make a mistake early it's
easier to cover up in a
It was some tough
long run."
competition ... on both
days," explained Whiz's
Two factors, according
jockey, Jeff Farmer of to Kingins, have aided his
Chapmansboro, Tenn. latest claim to fame —
"Sunday (July 25 trials) first his jockey. Farmer,
we ran against 10 in the who he says is "one of the
-first heat, then Saturday best around" and second,
:July 31) we beat nine in the experience Whiz has
the finals. I just sat on gained from running at
him. let'him go and felt the Country Quarter.
the wind."
"It's a good track to
Farmer, who has been train on. We got him
aboard Whiz during the tested and ready, then
entire 18-win streak, says checked him down here
he rarely has to use the ( Country Quarter

Whiz
Kingins- said.
Again Joe is scheduled to
run at Indianapolis this
weekend and Aug. 14-15
before running in Illins
again the latier part of
the month. In October
and November Kingins
plans to run his pride and
joy in Oklahoma.
"He's by far the best
I've ever owned and
we've been lucky with
him so far," Kingins said.

STATE FAIR CHAMP — Whiz Again Joe ( top from left in bottom photo), was ridden to his 18th
photo center and bottom right I cruised to the cham- straight victory by jockey Jeff Farmer. Farmer's
pionship of the Illinois State Fair in Springfield, father, Alvin E. Farmer, trained Whiz Again Joe
Sunday, and set a new track record in the process. and holds the four-year-old for his son in the bottom
Whiz Again Joe,. owned by Billy Joe Kingins (third photo.
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.Death stalks sports scene,
three killed inautos, boats
pulse when he was pulled
from the boat Saturday in
Pasco, Wash. He suffered
massive head, neck and
chest injuries as the
hydro flipped on top of
him in what the sport
describes as a "blow
over.'
He was pronounced
dead at Kennewick
General Hospital 45
minutes after the accident.
In the Saturday crash.
his boat, the Miss
Budweiser, became airborne and flipped
backward at a speed of
175 miles per hour during
a qualifying heat for Sunday's Columbia Cup race.
Chenoweth, 44, was a
veteran of 19 years on the
unlimited circuit and
defending national champion. After the death of
his 19-year-old son, Dean
Jr. in a car accident three
years ago, he drove yor a
while with a picture of his
son on the steering wheel.
Chenoweth is survived
by his wife Jenny and a
teen-age daughter, Kelli.
Chenoweth was national champion in 1969

and 1970, as well as 1981
and 1980. He retired in
1979 when he took over a
beer distributorship and
came back to the sport in
1979.
Hickman, 39, of
Chamblee, Ga., lost control of his Cosworthpowered March and it
slammed into a concrete
wall at Wisconsin State
Fair Park. Officials
believe the throttle on
Hick.man's car stuck as
he applied the brakes.
Richards, 28, an eightyear veteran stock-car
driver from Chicago, died
when his car crashed into
an outer wall and skidded
into a retaining wall. He
was racing for the second
time on a super speedway.
Unser was in
Milwaukee for the VealBettenhausen 200 when
his daughter died. He and
his family flew home to
Albuquerque, N.M., and
his car was withdrawn
from the race.
The driver of the dune
buggy and another
passenger were shaken
up in the accident.

Hot Summer Specials
Quarter Lb. Pure Ground

Beef Patties

20

14 Lb. Box $

6

lb.

$469

Choice

Rib Eye Cut to order while you wait
Choice

mute Steak
Frosty Acres

lb. $

Plus Many More Varieties Of Vegetables

Baby Limas

29

$1 759
201b.

Frosty Acres Purple Hulled

Peas
Black Eye Peas

201b.1

533

Frosty Acres

539

70 lb $

Frosty Acres Breaded

Okra
Potatoes
Choice Sides Of Beef

20 lb

S1610

Frosty Acres White

Cut ft Wrapped Free
Phone Your Orders In

20 lb

$

29

$ 135

225 To 300 lbs.
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Murray South places third in tourney

Gutsy effort lifts Murray North to title
The effort of the Mur- through the loser's
ray North squad in the bracket for the second
Kentucky League shot at Drivers.
baseball tournament can
After beating Mayfield
only be described as gut- 71, 17-2, North then knocksy.
ed off Marshall County,8It took guts to battle 9, in their third Saturday
rain delays,the best team game.
in Mayfield and the
Bruce Thurmond, Don
loser's bracket to finally Easley, Kevin Turner
win the tournament and David Potts kept the
championship after play- North in contention, hurling a marathon six games ing the wins on Saturday.
in two days.
Then came Sunday.
While normal condiMurray South played
tions saw pitchers work- Drivers first on Sunday,
ing six innings a week after beating Fulton, 7-5,
during the regular on Saturday. Jon Wilson
season, the abnormal pitched the South win
scheduling of the district over Fulton, but Sunday
playoffs saw some the South's luck ran out.
members of the North
While both Drivers and
squad hurling nine inn- South each collected
ings in two days.
three hits, Drivers drove
And then there was the
fan support. Even .after
the Murray South_ squad
was eliminated. several
South rooters remained
in Mayfield, Sunday, to
assist the North squad
rooters through two
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y.
games against the winAP) — On the day they
ner's bracket winners —
both were inducted into
Mayfield Drivers.
Mayfield hosted the baseball's Hall of Fame,
tourney, but the Drivers Frank Robinson said he
didn't get a home field finally was through chasbreak in the champion- ing Hank Aaron.
"It seems like I've been
ship showdown.
Murray North fell. 9-6, chasing him for a long
to Drivers on Saturday, time," said Robinson. "It
forcing them to fight seems like I've always
been one step behind or
one year behind him.
When I broke in, all
the talk was about Hank
Aaron, and I must say
we've had a long and
friendly rivalry on the
field," Robinson said.
Robinson, an MVP in
both leagues and now
manager of the San FranModel 74
cisco Giants, made his
GET
acceptance speech on the
steps of the Hall of Fame
library Sunday. His in-

!1711.

Minna I ,j16
NOuNI,7 II s -ee mt. In

Acisyt hood
Stomps

Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray

in fpur runs to South's lected the sole double. ,
three. Clint Hutson and
The stage was set for
Kevin Tucker accepted the North-Drivers conthe loss and both hit run- flict with the North a
scoring singles as well.
definite underdog. The
The South loss dropped locals had faced four opthe team to the loser's ponents in 26 hours and
bracket where they col- their pitching staff was
lided with the climbing riddled with exhaustion.
North team. The North
But the North batters
used six hits to overcome were just warming up.
the South, 5-2, with winnDrivers jumped to a 4-1
ing pitching from Potts lead before North rallied
and Thurmond. Thur- to win 8-6 on a two-run
mond tripled and doubl- homer by David Potts.
ed, driving in two crucial After an hour's rest, the
North runs and Joey North was back in the
Bazzell brought in fracas.
Somewhere the pitanother runner with his
single.
ching tandem of Potts,
Kevin Tucker, Andy Turner and Thurmond
Rickman, Jon Wilson and found strength in their
Clint Hutson hit safely for aching arms. Leadoff
the South. Rickman col- batter Craig Schwettman

produced some slack for
the North hurlers by
beating out an inside-thepark homer and the_reSt—
of the squad pulled off
three more first-inning
runs.
The championship title
went to Murray North as
the squad of 10-11 year.
olds held on to win,8-6.
Members of the championship team included
Allen Miller, Robbie Danner, Mike Kelso, Doug
Payne, Andy MArello,
Joey Bazzell, Don
Easley. David Potts,
Bruce Thurmond, Craig
Schwettman, Kevin
Turner, coaches Bobby
Bazzell, Eddie Schwettman, Bill Payne and Ken
Miller.
rer

Robinson through chasing Aaron
as both inducted into Hall of Fame

DOWN TO
EARTH
tAirth a CASE tiller at
a down to earth
price.
• Spring tilling
• Summer cultivating
A Case tiller gets
down to earth. Get a
tough Case.

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO
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Tragedy:

By The Associated Press
Veteran hydroplane
driver Dean Chenoweth,
who had survived three
previous high-speed
crashes in the big
"thunderboats," was one
of three high-speed
racers killed in accidents
over the weekend.
Jim Hickman, the 1982
Indianapolis 500 Rookie
of the Year, died Sunday
following an accident
Saturday in the practice
session for Sunday's Provimi Veal-Tony Bettenhausen 200- in
Milwaukee.
Gene Richards was killed Saturday during the
ARCA 200 at the Alabama
International Speedway
in Talladega.
And in another
automobile-related
death, Debbie Unser, the
21-year-old daughter of
three-time Indianapolis
500 winner Al Unser, was
killed early Sunday when
a dune buggy she was
riding flipped over at a
state park in Truth or
Consequences. N.M.
Chenoweth was unconscious and had no
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duction followed those of
former New York Giants
shortstop Travis Jackson
and A.B. "Happy"
Chandler, post-World
War II commissioner of
baseball, and preceded
that of Aaron.
Jackson and Chandler
were selected for induction by the Veterans Committee, while Robinson
and Aaron were elected
by members of the
Baseball Writers
Association of America in
their first year of eligibilty, having been retired as
players for five years.
They were the 12th and
13th players inducted in
their first try.
Robinson was the 13th,
but he gave his acceptance speech first.
"...I finally caught up
with him. I'm hitting
third," Robinson said,
looking toward Aaron,
still awaiting his turn to
PROUDLY PRESENTS
address the crowd
the BEST in
gathered for the inducTHOROUGHBRED
tions. "And he's on deck.
RACING
I'm going into the Hall of
Fame before he does."
Aaron was named on
406 of the 415 ballots cast
+
44
by 10-year members of
the baseball writers
ts50,000
group, while Robinson
cflK
received 370 votes. Only
sTA:.ra_
Willie Mays, who was inCis
(Meted in 1979, received
->I1§AT. SEPT.-44 more votes than Aaron
POST TIME 1:30 PMe es t with 409.
"It's been a long, winTHRU LABOR DAY
ding road," said Aaron,
Henderson Ks.
who was the last man to

ELLIS PARK

make it to the major
leagues from Negro
League baseball. "I've
been extremely blessed
in my lifetime."
Aaron, whose 755
career home runs erased
the revered record of 714
by Babe Ruth, said he
wanted to pay particular
respect to Jackie Robinson and Roy Campanella.
two of the men most
responsible for breaking
baseball's color barrier
in post-war America.
"A man's ability is
limited only by his lack of
opportunity," Aaron said,
addressing the crowd of
several thousand.
-Twenty-three years ago,
I took the talent God gave
me and developed it to
the best of my ability, but
I never dreamed I would
be standing on the same
steps where Robinson
and Campanella stood."
Aaron, now director of
player personnel for the
Atlanta Braves, joined
the Braves as a player in
1954 in Milwaukee. He remained with the club
when it moved to Atlanta
in 1966 and played the
final two years of his
career,' 1975 and '76, with
the Milwaukee Brewers.
Among the many
lifetime major league
records he holds are
carer runs batted in
12,2971, at-bats 112,364
and games (3.2981.
Robinson, who became
the first black manager

in the major leagues
when he became playermanager of the Cleveland
Indians in 1975, started
with the Cincinnati Reds
in 1956. In 1966, he Was
traded to Baltimore,
where he played for six
years before short stints
with the Los Angeles
Dodgers, California
Angels and Indians.
He was named MVP ot
the National League in
1961 with 37 homers and
124 RBI for Cincinnati,
then was named MVP in
the American League in
1966 with 49 homers and
122 RBI for Baltimore,
becoming the only man to
earn the honor in both
leagues.
Jackson, 78, was one of
the best shortstops of his
era, revered especially
for his powerful throwing
arm and vast range.
Jackson also had a career
batting average of .291,
including a .339 average
in 1930.
Chandler became the
oldest man inducted into
the Hall at age 83. He succeeded baseball's first
commissioner, Kenesaw
Mountain Landis, after
Landis' death in 1944 and
served six years. He
-fought for the desegregation Of baseball and
championed Brooklyn
Dodgers General
Manager• Branch
Rickey's signing of
Jackie Robinson.
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Expos trim Cords, 5-4

Shepard Memorial
tournament held
at OCC Wednesday

Raines floats Expos past Cards
a

Oaks Country Club will be sponsoring its annual
Betty Shepard Memorial golf tournament, Wednesday, with a shotgun start at 9 a.m_
Several former winners and strong contenders
have already signed up for the two-lady scramble
tourney.
Forty-eight teams have already registered including former local champs Mary Jane Park and
Sandy McGinty and Vicki McLeary and Betty
Vowell of Fulton.
Top contenders include such pairs as Carolyn
Caldwell of the host OCC, and Velvet Jones, former
high school state golf champion from Murray High;
Mary Bain and Mary Bogard: plus Wanda Brown
and Vicki Nance.
Directors of the annual tournament are Carita
Lamb and Marsha Hargrove. Teams and tee
assignments will appear in Tuesday's Ledger Si
Times sports section.

UI

Tigers and Lakers
athletic boosters
schedule meetings
Both the Murray Tiger
Athletic Booster Club and
the Calloway County
Booster Club have upcoming activities
scheduled.
The Murray boosters
are sponsoring a "Meet
the Coaches Night- Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the
practice field adjacent to
Murray High School.
The gathering is open
to the public and the new
Tiger football coaching
staff will be available.
Head coach Tim English,
and assistants Jerry
English, Kent Barnes,
David Gallagher and
Gary Crum will be the
guests of honor at the informal gathering. Fifty
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ice-cold watermelons will
be served free to the
public.
Calloway County's
group is holding a general
meeting, Monday, Aug.9,
at the CCHS library at
7:30 p.m.
Everyone interested in
CCHS athletics is invited
to attend.
A board of directors
meeting will be conducted at 7 p.m., prior to
the general meeting.
Season tickets ate on
sale for the five CCHS
home games for 815. The
tickets may be purchased
at the county school
board office or by calling
Floyd Dawson, 753-8127,
or Jim Greer, 753-7530.

Stout leads locals
in junior net play
Robert Stout led a
strong Murray contingent
in the Bowling Green
Kiwanis Junior Tennis
Tournament, FridaySunday.
Stout, seeded No.8 in
the 18-year-olds division,
was defeated 6-1, 6-1, in
the boys finals by Todd
Alterburn, the top seed
from Louisville.
The local netter had advanced to the finals after
beating the No.4 seed,
Mike Ryan, also from
Louisville, 6-2, 6-4. And he
also knocked off the No.2
seed, John Yeagle from
Owensboro,6-4, 7-5, 6-4, in
a marathon match
lasting two hours and forty minutes.
While Stout was enjoying success as the tournament's main event, other
Murrayans were displaying their net savvy as
well.
Shawn Parker was narrowly defeated in the
boys 16-year-old consolation semifinals, 6-4, 3-6, 26, by Nashville's Mike
Martin.
Ellen Hogancamp advanced through three
matches before defeating
Julie Daughtery, 6-3, 6-3,
for the 12-year-old girls
consolation championship.
Mark Whittaker,
another Murrayan, won

Retirement
pressures
Canadian
Open winner
OAKVILLE, Ontario
(API - While he was in
the process of winning the
Canadian Open, Bruce
Lietzke was thinking of
retiring from golf.
"I had many thoughts,
and my thoughts were
about retirement," I.ietzke said after he'd nursed
a diminishing lead into a
two-stroke victory in this
national championship.
"I don't enjoy playing
under the pressure I was
under." he said.
-"I really doubt that I
will play more than three
or four more years on the
PGA Tour," said Lietrite,
one of the game's most
successful players. He
now has won nine tournaments, including two
Canadiai Opens

four matches before being eliminated in the boys
consolation semifinals.
Other Murray participants included Eric
Hogancamp, Chip
Adkins, Lashley Foster
and Richard Stout.

Mar

FIRST ACE - Dr. Nick Britt, Murray State professor of mathmatics, shot his first hole-in-one,
Saturday at Murray Country Club. Using an 8-iron,
Britt smacked his tee shot on the 125-yard, No.11
hole and carded a solo stroke when the ball bounced
twice and rolled straight in the cup. The event was
witnessed by foursome members Stan Key, Phil
Bryan and Bob McGaughey.

OCC sponsors
junior tourney
Thursday Oaks Country Club is sponsoring a
junior golf tournament
for its regular participants in the summer
golf program.
Interested parents of
the junior players are
urged to help with scoring
and other tournament
chores by calling Carolyn
Caldwell, 753-7350.
The tourney, which is
not a junior invitational,
will begin at 8 a.m.
Thursday.
Last week the junior
golfers concluded their
regular play day at the
club and held a putting
contest as well.
Winners of the putting
contest on the practice
green included:
Courtney Sharron, first

in girls 7-8; Kim Roberts,
first in girls 10-11; Vicki
Woods, first in girls 9-10;
and Ashley Ross, first in
boys.
Regular golf results in-,
cluded:
Chad Caldwell, first,
Ashley Haak, second in
boys 6-7; Christian
Crouse, first, Mike
Lovett, second in boys 910; Justin Crouse, first,
Brad King, second in
boys 11-12; Alan Cothran,
first, Jay Thompson, second in boys 13-15;
Arny lPark,first, Cheryl
Herndon, second in girls
-9-10; Shelley Caldwell,
first, Cindy Spann, second in girls 11-12; Terri
Lamb, first, and Sherri
Lamb, second in girls 1314,

MONTREAL i AP
Tim Rames wasn't feeling very well when he got
to the ballpark His quick
recovery though helped
the Montreal Expos win
their most important
series so far this season
Raines, bothered with
an upset stomach, came
to Olympic Stadium Sunday, by his own admission, "a little late," but
well in time to play a key
role in a 5-4 triumph over
the St. Louis Cardinals.
Although the Expos remain in fourth place, the
victory enabled Montreal
to win three games in the
four-game series, moving
them within four games
of first-pla--ce
Philadelphia and three
behind the second-place
Cardinals. The Expos
trail Pittsburgh by a halfgame.

"My stomach was
upset before the game,"
said Raines, whose
stomach problems forced
him to stay home and
miss a game June 29. "I
felt that it would be best if
Jerry White started the
game because I wasn't
feeling well.

had opened the seventh
with an infield hit off Expos nemesis Joaquin Andujar, who has a 10-0
career record against
them. Little went to second as shortstop Ozzie
Smith made a throwing
error after fielding his
grounder. Raines, whose
single sent Little to third,
Around the fourth innthen stole second and set
ing, Raines's condition
the stage for White
improved, and he came
After White's tying hit.
off the bench to deliver a
key pinch-hit single in the Andre Dawson grounded
three-run seventh inning out, but Al Oliver singled
that gave Montreal the off reliever Jim Kaat,
come-from -behind scoring Dan Norman,
triumph.
pinch running for White,
with the winning run.
Ironically, the man who
followed Raines to the
The Expos spotted St.
plate was White, and he Louis a one-run lead in
promptly lashed a triple both the first and second
off reliever Jeff Lahti, 2- inning but tied it each
2, which drove in two runs time. Run-scoring singles
and tied the score 4-4.
by Gary Carter and Little
Rookie Bryan Little erased Keith Hernandez'

solo homer and Ken
Oberkfell's RBI grouridout.
But starter Steve
Rogers, rocked for seven
hits in the first three innings, issued a basesloaded walk to Ozzie
Smith in the third and
Smith delivered a
sacrifice fly in the sixth to
make it 4-2 before the Expos' comeback.
Raines, with a throw
from left field that retired
Tons Herr at the plate in
the eighth inning, and
Fryman. with 12-3 innings of relief for Jeff
Reardon, 4-1, preserved
the lead.
Fryman, with two victories and his seventh
save Sunday, had a hand
in all of the triumphs,
said: -That's the way you
win ball games, by doing
the little things right."

Kovach inks New Orleans contract,
will obtain medical education also
VERO BEACH, Fla.
(API - Linebacker Jim
Kovach will sign a new
three-year contract to
play football with the
New Orleans Saints today
and continue getting his
medical education
piecemeal, Coach Bum
Phillips said.
Kovach had spurned a
salary raise, saying he take a lot more than that
would continue in to persuade him to conmedical school at the tinue to defer his medical
University of Kentucky - -education.
unless the National FootAlthough neither he nor
ball League team upped the team would discuss
its offer considerably.
demands and offers, it is
Phillips said last week believed the Saints
that he believed Kovach agreed to pay him about
would quit football.
double what he had been
''It's got to be like wak- making.
ing up on Christmas morThe offer was made in
ning and finding a whole
writing before expiration
bunch of toys under the
of the NFL's contract
tree," Phillips said Sunwith the NFL Players
day night. "I honestly ,
Association on July 15.
didn't think he was going
The decision by Kovach
to come in. I thought he
was sincere about eased, somewhat, the
linebacker picture for the
medical school."
Kovach played last Saints, but it's still
season for an estimated critical. Starting outside
$45,000 and said it would linebacker Rob Nairne, a

free agent, still has not
reported. Glen Redd,
starting inside linebacker
on the left side, is
undergoing tests in New
Orleans to find out what

causes him to see double.
Until Kovach ended his
5-day holdout, the only
starting linebacker in
camp was second-year
man Ricky Jackson.

Higueras ousts Purcell
NORTH CONWAY,
N.H. (AP - Ivan Lendl
defeated Jose Luis Clerc
6-4, 2-6, 6-4 in the
semifinals of the 8200,000
Volvo Grand Prix Tennis
Tournament.
Jose Higueras of Spain

beat Peter McNamara of
Australia 6-3, 6-1 in the
other semifinal.
In Saturday's match,
Higueras saved three set
points in the second set to
upset Mel Purcell of Murray, Ky.,6-3, 7-6.

MEET THE
FOOTBALL COACHES
TUESDAY, AUG. 3rd 7:30 P.M.
MURRAY HIGH PRACTICE FIELD
FREE WATERMELON

EVERYONE INVITED

SCOREBOARD
Hendon's Service Station

66

Where Good Service is a 41 Year
Family Tradition"

'
44.0•••••...0
J.

Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles _..---We Do General Auto Repou•Tune ups•Brakes•Shocks•

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE & WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

Pro baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Eastern Diviske
W L Pct. GB
Milwaukee
59 43
53
Boston
58 44
569 1
Bellmore
54 45
.545
3,
,
New York
50 48
510
7
Detrott
5: 19
510
7
50 50
500
Cleveland
8
Toronto
475 101,
48 53
Western Dlvtglan
California
59 44
573
.
Kansas City
57 44
564
1
Clucago
52 49
515
51 51
Seattle
506
7
Oakland
419 16
44 61
Texas
40 59
404 17
Minnesota
35 69
337 24,
Saturday's Gess
Toronto I, Detrott 0
Milwaukee 4, Cleveland 2
Oakland 3, Minnesota 2
Kansas City 2, Baltimore 0
Chicago 7. Boston 5
Tess 3, New York 2
Seattle 9, California 3
Sunday's Gams
Detroit 8, Toronto 5
Cleveland 4-1, Milwaukee 1-7
Chicago 4. Boston 2
Kans.City 4. Baltimore 2
California 9, Seattle 4
Minnesota I. Oakland 7
Tenet New York 2
Monday's Galrialli
Milwaukee McClure 8-3 o at Toronto
Stoebio-10,
Elston " Rainey 631 at Baltimore
1 McGregor 12-71, n o
Texas Tanana 5-111 at Cleveland
r Barker 1641. n
Detroit Pasta** 2-3 o at Kansan City
Splint:tit 741, o n1
Minnesota I B Castillo 5-81 at Califor"
Witt 5-3, n
Seattle 1 Perry Tao at Oakland
I Langford 7-11o, in.
Only games wiseduled
Tiardisyda Gass
Chicago at New York. 2.
o
Boston at Baltimore, 2, t-n
Tess at Cleveland. 2, t-n
Milwaukee at Toronto.
Detroit at Kansa City , on
Minnesota at Caldortua,
Seattle at Oakland, in o
BATTING 1226 at betel W Wilson,
Kansas City, 341, Yount, Milwaukee
333, Hannah, .Cleveland, 327
Parton* OM-ago, 321, Flrbek. Mmnesota. 320
RISS R Henderson, llaklar.d. 89
Molitor, Milwaukee, 79, Harrah,
Ckmeland. 77, Vsnt, Mderetkee. 75
Frans, Boats 73 Downing Califor
Ma , 73
RBI McRae, Kansa City. 91. Thornton, Cleveland 110 Cooper Milwaukee
/6. G Thomas, fddwaukeci i 1

20O N

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W L Pet. GB
574
Philadelphia
58 43
58 45
563
St Lotus
3.,
540
Pdliburgh
54 46
54 47
535
Montreal
21,,
45 57
441
New Y orit
41 65
387 191y
Chicago
Western Division
_
61 41
596
Atlanta
538
6
56 48
San Diego
533
56 19
Los Angeles
VI
San Francisco 50 54
i;
46 56
451
Houston
365
38 06
Cincinnati
24
Sattwday's Gams
Ins Angeles 3, Atlanta 0
San Diego 5-6, Cincinsb 4-2
San Francisco 5-0, Houston 4-5
Philadelphia 2. Chicago 0
Si Lotus 10, Montreal I
New York 9, Pittsburgh 4
Sunday's Games
Montreal 5, St touts 4
Pittsburgh 1, New York 3,10 innings
Chicago 7, Philadelphia 2
Is Angeles 9, Atlanta 4
San Diego 8, Cineinnatt 6 .
San Francisco 4, Houston 2, 10 inntngs
llanday'S Games
Gulltekson 8-8
at
Montreal
Philadelphia I Chrtstenson 6-5 ino
Los Angels o Reuss 10-8 I at I:mm/1"
nab Pstore 5-71, n o
San Franosco I Bret/sing $-3 o at
Atlanta iCamp 7-4 o, In'
Pittsburgh Rhoden 0-9, at St lotus
1B Forsch 10-5 n"
San Patio 'Welsh 5-5 o at Houston
'3 Ntekro 10-71, In I
Only games scheduled
Tuseday's Garner
New York at Chicago
San Francisco at Atlanta. in I
Montreal at Philadelphia. n
Ins Angeles at Cincinnati, o n
Fittsburgh at St Isis, n
San Diego at Houston, mm

Golf
DENVER (API - Beth
Daniel fired an 8-underpar 64, equalling the tournarnent record and overtaking Sally Little to capture the 8200,000 Columbia Savings LPGA
classic.
Daniel, 25, of Seabrook,
S.C., finished with a fourround total of 2276, 12
under par, which also tied
the tournament record
Daniel set in winning this
tournament in 1980.

Auto Racing

MILWAUKEE, Wis.
1API - Michael Andretti. the 19-year-old son of
longtime racing star
Mario Andretti, roared to
an easy victory, leading
all the way in the Robert
Bosch-VW Super Vee
race at Wisconsin State
Fair Pails.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.
(API -- Tom Sneva, getting a break when Rick
Mears' car broke down 33
laps from the end, scored
RATTING o' 225 at bats O. (River. Montreal, 318. I Andreas, Is Angeles, an easy victory in the
315, Knight, Houston, 312, McCee, Provini Veal-Tony BetSt Isis, 311. T Pena. Pittsburgh, 308
RUNS In Smith, Slims 83, oar. tenhausen 200 Indy-car
phy, Atlanta, 76. Davison. Montreal. 71, race at Wisconsin State
Sandberg, Chtc•go. 64, Schmidt ,
Fair Park.
Philadelphia, 13, Horner, Atlanta, 63
RBI Murphy. Atlanta. 74. Oliver.
TALLADEGA. Ala.
Montreal. 69, Hendrick, St louts, 89
Kingman. New yma.40.banA P - Darrell Waltrip
Diego 67. Clark,San Franc-so.6/
kfought off a challenge at
J Ray. Ptittsburgh. I Li
HITS
Oliver. Montreal, 121, Knight. Houston, the finish line by Buddy
121 San. Is Angeles. 13, Buckner. Baker to win the $377,000
Chicago, 117
DOUR].FS. T Kennedy, San Diego. Talladega 500 NASCAR
38, Kmgh4" H6603.," ,
T "
Grand National stock car
(real, a, violist-A, Montreal, N.
race.
Miullock , IltUburgh, 21

Hendon's Service Station 753.1911
4th

lour fine patronage doong the lost
As II shOwo 01 appreciation fcrr'
TWENTY YEARS we will give FREE OIL CHANGES AND
LL.BRICATVONS for 36 000 M4LES OR THIRTY SIX MONTHS os
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Hatfield-McCoy feud entices folklore fans
EDITOR S NOTE Besides Shakespeare's
Montagues and Capulets,
perhaps no other Wilily
feud is as infamous as the
one between the Hatfields
and the McCoys. It all
started 100 years ago. i
By STRAT DOUTHAT
Associated Press Writer
MATEWAN, W,Va
API — Perhaps the most
infamous feud in US.
history, and certainly in
, the annals of Appalachia,
erupted on nearby
Blackberry Creek 100
ears ago.
The deadly dispute between the Hatfields and

ACROSS
1 Precious
stone
4 Halts
9 Choose
'12 Oslo coin
13 Uncanny
14 River SP
15 Bicycle built
tortwo
17 Nullify
19 Demons
21 Sun god
22 Flower
25 Away
27 Apportion
31 Anger
32 Cherished
34 Three-toed
sloth
35 Ocean
36 Openwork
fabric
37 Silver symbol
38 Moderate
41 Exist
42 Toward
shelter
43 Affirmative
vote
44 Soung one
45 Conjunction
47 Wild plum
49 Biblical
mountain
53 Standards of
• perfection
57 Electrified
particle
58 Capture
60 Kind of soup
61 Actor Knight
62 Detests
63 Make lace
DOWN
1 Obtained

McCoys.

two

powetiul

mountain clans, lasted
for about 15 years. When
the fighting finally subsided, more than 100 inert,
women and children had
been killed or wounded
and the region's residents
generally were viewed by
the rest of the country as
a bunch of murderous.
moonshine-swilling
hillbillies who liked
nothing better than to loll
about on the front porch.
picking their toes and
taking potshots at each
other.
This unhappy chapter
of Americana, which
since has become a

2 Time period
3 Uncles •

popular folk talc, simmered for at least two
decades before it boiled
over on the afternoon of
Aug. 7,1882
On that day, an off-year
election was being held in
Pike County, Ky., just
across the narrow, winding Tug Fork from the
small southern West
Virginia town of
Matewan. Some tipsy
Hatfield family
members, which ruled
the roost on the West
Virginia side of the river.
showed up at the
Blackberry Creek polling
place and began arguing
with three McCoy

CROSSWORD
PUZZLER

4 Appear
5 Ephemeral
6 Conjunction
7 Transfix
8 Prophet
9 Money of
yore
10 Fruit seed
11 Pedal digit
16 Fizzle out
18 Entire range
i0 Sioux City
resident
22'Lasso
13 Bay window
24tompass pt
26 Tease
28 Teutonic
deity
29 Rips
30 Rims
32 Golf gadget
33 Notice
35 Lance
39 NH s neigh Dor

LAS

who

disk, had

been tipping a jug,
According to
historians, the three
brothers, sons of McCoy
clan patriarch Randolph
"Randall" McCoy, attacked and seriously
wounded Ellison Hatfield, younger brother of
Anderson "Devil Anse"
Hatfield, the widely
feared leader of the Hatfields.
The three McCoys, including 15-year-old
Pharmer, were apprehended by Kentucky
authorities. However, a
band of Hatfields led by
Devil Anse overpowered
the Kentuckians and took
the three brothers to a log
schoolhouse on the West
Virginia side of the river.
Two days later, when
Ellison Hatfield died of

By RON STATON
Associated Press Writer
HONOLULU ( AP) —
Shirley, who had been
MUQUCUUME
beaten by her husband,
MI IMMO CI
often yelled at and occaUOUUDEM MUU
sionally hit her 3-year-old
CUM 00
OCUMOU 00000
daughter. She was three
CCM OM CUB
months pregnant with her
MU MC BUM
boyfriend's baby. She
LOB
A
EMU
was frustrated, depressed and angry.
1 2 3
4 5 6
8
9 10 11
At the Kapiolani12
13
Children's Medical
1• Center pre-natal clinic
•
15
UNU
here, Shirley ( not her
iii
21
real name I was identified
22 23 24
25 •2627 28 29 30
as a high risk or potential
child abuser, and assign3'
12
111
ed to the hospital's Fami34
35
37
ly Stress Center.
38
3g
40
There, she was assisted
by Outreach workers in
43
44
42
the center's child abuse
45 46
4,
48
prevention program.
51
52
53
NI 55 56
The idea of the program is to link women
MI
ii
Mi
ill
like Shirley with a compassionate stranger —
such as an Outreach
CIIOU ULM
C1012 ULM
IMMO =MU
1110 UM=

al

hil

51 Fun —
games
52 London meal
54 Suitable
55 Meadow
56 Posed for a
portrait
59 Pronoun

•

hia iia

kill

The teud even had a
romantic angle,featuring
Rose Anne McCoy and
young Johnse Hatfield,
who seduced the fabled
flower of the McCoys and
took her to the West
Virginia side of the river,
where they "lived in sin."
Later-, Hatfield abandoned Rose Anne, adding Insult to injury as far as the
McCoys were concerned.
During the height of the

PUAL

POEM
A

40 ODE opponent
41 Cooled lava
44 A Grant
46 Belt of a sort
48 Poems
49 River island
50 Fish eggs

his a °units, lfw liattields

tied their McCoy
prisoners to some paw
paw bushes and summarily excuted them.
After that, the 19th century media soon began
regaling incredulous
newspaper readers with
lurid tales of the ensuing
Tug Valley raids and
counter raids.

111

worker — before
delivery, or at least
before the baby is taken
home.
The mother who falls
into the high -risk
category may be a single
parent whose husband or
boyfriend abandoned her
and has no one to provide
emotional support.. She
may have drug or alcohol
problems, financial problems, suffer from severe
depression, or have been
abused as a child herself,
says Gail Breakey, director of the center.
About 15-20 percent of
Hawaii's expectant
mothers fall into the highrisk group,she says.
They can be identified
by expressions of guilt
and anger, signs of
depression, and, in
mothers who have
delivered, by the way
they relate to their baby.
Occasionally, a new

Peanuts
ITS TkE OWNER,
CHARLIE BROWN 14E
WAS TOLD NOT TO LET
1.1S PLAY BALL ON HIS

TAY SAID IF ONE OF
U5 GOT,i4ORT,
MIGNT BE LIABLE...

WHAT'S HAPPENING
TO THE WORLD?

VACANT LOT ANY MORE
IS-

Nancy
THAT LITTLE
KID SEEMS
LOST

Beetle Bailey
YOU KWOW Tf-IATS TI-4E SPOT WE
ALWAYS PiTcf4 THE GENERAL'S
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EIEETLE! GET
OUTA TNERE!

p.
s
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DoiT
tUoLiae

Blondie

Phantom
A STLIPID-\%,
OH, BUT MDIJ
LIE! THE
HAVE, PRINCE.
INFANT DIED!
ALIVE AND
TAKE HIM TQ
WELL, AND
12 YEARS
THE PACK.?
(')LD.

if animals had reason
dispute.. according to they would act just as riche
historical accounts, the ulous as we menfolk do
states of West Virginia Josh Billings
and Kentucky came close
to war, with the two
governors threatening to
Declarer had his reasons
mobilize their militias.
for playing today's game as
Howev•er, reason
he did Unfortunately for
prevailed and when Devil
him, he gave East enough
Anse Hatfield died of old
information to find the best
age in 1921, the fighting
defense
had been over for at least
Declarer was happy when
25 years. But it wasn't un- he saw the opening lead.
til 55 years later that the Better for West to attack his
Hatfields and McCoys strong hearts than to start
formally buried the hat- on his weak spades Carechet.
lessly, he ducked in dummy
It was in May of 1976 and won East's jack with his
that the elderly patriar- queen, Next he led a
chs of the two clans, "crafty" jack of diamonds
Willis Hatfield and Jim hoping that someone would
McCoy, publicly shook duck, If so, he would then
hands, at a ceremony start the clubs to ensure
dedicating a monument nine tricks.
When the diamond jack
for six of the feud's vicwas passed to East, he could
tims.
form a good picture after
taking his ace. Clearly, his
future lay with spades and
West's known lack of high
cards would make it futile
to return partner's suit,
Accurately, East shifted to
mother will show only spades and the defense took
perfunctory interest in three spades. a club and a
the child. She will avoid diamond while declarer sufprolonged eye contact fered his down one
and quickly hand the
It might have been a difbaby bacji to a nurse. It is ferent story had declarer
this mother that child played the first diamond
abuse experts want to from dummy. Had declarer
identify, Ms. Breakey won the opening lead in
dummy and led a diamond.
says.
"This lack of mother- East might well have
child interaction at birth, ducked. Even if he took his
what we call bonding, is ace immediately, there
the single most important would be some reason to
indicator of potential return a heart instead of
child abuse." Ms. leading spades.
Assuming a normal diaBreakey says.
mond duck by East, declar"We want to work with
er "steals" his diamond
these mothers and help
trick and quickly starts the
them care for their child ,
lubs. East wins the finesse
and see the baby in a
more positive light.

Child abuse pondered
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2 Notice

EAST
•Q J 109
•J4
•A 103 2
•K 8 2

SOUTH
•A 5 3
•A Q9
•K Q J 5
•9 74

Vulnerable Both
South The bidding
South
1 NT

West
Pass

North
3 NT

Dealer
East
All
pass

Opening lead Heart five

but it is too late to start the
spades Declarer has nine
top winners and it's time for
the next rubber
It's fine to make tricky
plays but there must be
good reason.
Bid with The Aces
South holds

8-2-B

South
I.

ANSWER:Two no trump.
Worth another bid and the
invitational no trump bid
depicts the actual distribution_
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply
Copyright 0i2•
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and replace pe
glass M & G
816 Coldwater
.0180 or 753 279,'
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By The Associated Press
Weekend traffic accidents in Kentucky
claimed the lives of 15
people, including two who
died in crashes only 10
minutes apart Sunday in
Edmonson County, said
state police.
The accidents raised
the state's 1982 death toll
to 453, compared to 483
through Aug. 1,1981.
Seven-year-old Robert
Cannon of Bowling
Green, Ky, was killed
when he was struck by a
car at 11:35 a.m. Sunday
on Kentucky 1749 about 12
miles south of
Brownsville, Ky., officers
said.
Only 10 minutes later,
17-year-old Ronald Jaggers of Brownsville was
thrown from his jeep in a
two-car collision on Kentucky 259 in his
hometown. He was pro
flounced dead at the
scene.
Police said a car driven
by Noah K. Webb, 17, also
of Brownsville, apparently pulled out in front of
Jaggers. No charges
were filed against Webb.
No further details were
available on the 7-yearold's death.
Also killed Sunday was
Gregory Ellis, 35, of Portage, Ind., whose car ran
off Little Buckhorn Road
at Vest, Ky.. and
Woodrow Campbell Sr.,
23, of Crypton, Ky., whose
van struck a parked coal
truck on Kentucky 28
near Chevy,Ky.
Police said Lila Peck,
90, of Benton; Ky., died
Saturday when the car in
which she was riding ran
off U.S. 62 near Reidland
in McCracken County and
crashed in a ravine.
Other victims of traffic
accidents on Saturday
were Michael W.
Schmidt, 28, of
Pendleton, Ky., whose
car struck another on
U.S. 42 in Bedford, Ky.;
Donald F. Bishop, 36, of
Forest Park. Ga., whose
tractor-trailer rig overturned on U.S. 41A about
one-half mile south of
Poole, Ky., and Vernon
Buck, 18. of Nortonville,
Ky., whose car struck a
tree on Old Nortonville
Road about a mile east of
his hometown.
Four peolfle were killed

Friday evening in a two
car crash on U.S. 51 near
Bardwell,Ky. in Carlisle
County,said state police.
The victims were identified as Thomas Roper,
22, of Bardwell; Tommy
Pritchett, 38, of Mayfield,
Ky.; and William
English, 2, and Jason
Towery, 4, both of
Mayfield.

IF I

Police said Roper's car
caught fire and Pritchett's car flipped into a
ditch after the two
vehicles collided.
Police said Friday's
victims included Jeffrey
Cunningham, 27, of Harrodsburg, Ky.; Charles I..
Edwards,31, of Campton,
Ky., and Jackie Brady,
17, of Williamsburg, Ky.
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2. Notice

2. Notice
Nand oils and tinting are done
our studio.
CARTER STUDIO •

ins
•

300M in

Have 5

75

98

minutes/

Coll

inspirational message to
brighten your day.
Children's tape 759759-4444 for on

4445.

Special
Sale
Smith 8, Wesson 44
Cal. revolver, 8 inch

barrel, Power
Custom, Indepen•
dance Mo.
Vernon's Western
Store
OLYMPIC PLAZA
OPEN 9am to
9pm DAILY
SUNDAY lpm
to 6pm
753-7113

Economically
Priced Autos
Check Our
Classified
Section
Summer Supper
Sale
Independence
United
Methodist Church
Saturday,
August 7
6:00 p.m.
Home Con Goods
Handmade items on.
odds 8. ends for solc
food Available

PUBLIC INVITED

gSouthern States
Meeting

NOTICE of Annual

The Annual Meetrna of the Members of Southern States
Cooperotive, Inc. Cellorroy Service rill be held Tuesday,
Acquit 17, 1982 it Collovrisy County Nigh School Business
Meeting et I 00 p in
The agend• ladedes prports on Southern States
Cooperative and local operations, elections of Oirectiles
SHA Committee rod the election of a delegate and alternate
lath. District Election Meeting
By Order of Hire t000d of Oir•tters
Gary larata, Mealopar *-Asststent Secretory
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M
G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of glass, plexiglass, and
mirrors We install auto
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks. We install
aluminum store fronts,
plate glass, and in
sulated glass
We fix
storm windows. storm
doors, and screens. We
cut glass table tops,
mirrors, and window
glass. We also repair
and replace patio door
glass M
G Glass Co
816 Coldwater Rd • 753
,0180 or 753 7798
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Wed.
Catfish Special
6. Help Wanted
$100 Per Week Part
Time at Home
Web
ster, America's popular
dictionary Company
needs home workers to
update local mating
lists
All ages, ex
perience unnecessary
Call 1 716 842 6000 Ext
5112
Career Opportunity
No
strikes no lay offs Ex
cellent benefits and
paid training program
For interview call Ben
Pollozh at 247 6867 or
send resume to PO Box
648 Mayfield. Ky. 42066.
Counter help. wantei,
some auto expertenc.
required. Come by Auto
Shack, between 7p.rit
and ap.in. No phone
calls please,_
Teacher needs bab
sitter for 4 year old
Must have own trans
portation
References
required Call 753 9571.

6 Help Wanted
"TED CUSTOMER
•irrcover pizza con
er to evaluate de
• Ty service and pro
on a montruy.nas,s
st live within the
very area of our
...,,nino's Pizza store
Located at 810 Chestnut
Murray Must enloy a
free pizza once a n
Call toll free on
3rd until 2p
1 800 521 3674 Dci'rn i no s
Pizza

hurch

7
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tes
ating

'Si".',

St
tars
*moo

Woes
imigtkr "row/

24. Miscellaneu„

1966 318 Dodge motor.
318 Dodge transmission,
1973
Chevy 400 trans
Man seeking a lob
Ford
driving tractor, trailer mission. 2 12i0
tractor plows 753 8649.
experienced 759 9581
Will do lawn work Cali 41t, x 8ft. Flashing
arrow sign. Must sell
anytime, 436 2226
Sacrifice. 502 529 2721
14. Want to Buy
Air compressor,
Inners°, Rand, 5 HP,
Want to buy any type
good condition. Call
airconditioner that. 759 1809
needs repair Call Dill's
Baby bed, play pen, car
Electric 753 9104
seat. high chair. and
Want to buy a small mist baby
clothes, Also
Attari with a pac man
boys suits size 12 14
casette Call 753 8200
Call 753.9220 after 5p.m
For sale AA Kirby and
15. Articles for Sale
Electrolux vacuum
Releigh 10 Speed Grand cleaners, with a/
Prix $150 753 8474
tac hments. Good - as
Repo Magnavox stereo new. Call Paris 901 642
AM FM cassette turn
7473.
table, 2 speakers Ask
For sale fiat bed trailer
.) 5500 or best offer 9ft. x 10in., 5ft 10in
r 9573
wide. Firm 5400
753
0219.
16. Home Furnishings
Nice solid oak gun
Broyhill traditional sofa cabinet. See at Uncle
in earth tone colors
Jeff's Sporting Goods.
Excellent condition like
Will deliver.
Sawdust
new S185
Please call Shoemaker Lumber Co.
after 6p.m. 759 1831.
Hwy 22 North McK inzie.
GE Refrigerator 21cu Tenn. 901 352 5777, after
ft. frost free ice maker, 5p.m 901 352 3632
harvest gold ,Whirpool Seasoned Firewood $18
dryer harvest gold Call rick, S23 deliver
436 2593 or 762 2747
Calloway 436 5806
Magnavox 25in
color Victoria 200 tomato
Tv cabinet model Ex
juicer S25.99, grape
cellent condition new spiral $6.99, berry
picture tube 753 8382.
screen $8 99. Wa I len
Used furniture
desks, Hdw Paris. Tenn.
queen size sleeper, 2
piece living room suite, 27. Mobile Home Sales.
wood dining room
suites, vanities, dres 12 x 65 Two bedroom, 2
ser, chest, stereo full baths, Outside stor
stands, Hollywood age, underpinned, nice.
frames, twin and full E 12 Fox Meadows
size beds, odd chairs 753 5350
lamps, floor lamps, bar 1974 12 x 40 Guerdon
stools, bassinet, ot semi furnished $3200
tomans, end and coffee PHone 606 672 3479.
tables, cedar chest, 1976 7 bedroom, 2 bath,
washer and dryer, on 34 acre lot with
humidifier, aircon
outside storage. Central
ditioners, base and heat and air with wood
utility cabinets, night stove. 753 2534, 753 0226
stand's, metal. file
1976 Sea Breeze, Brown
cabinet, and -toaster and white. 12 a 65, with
9
broiler oven 105 N 3rd o 11 pullout in living
Carraway Furniture room, 3
_bedroom cen
• 753 1502,
tral heat. 2 window air
conditioners, 2 month
17, Vacuum Cleaners - old
whirlpool refrigera
tor with ice maker, 1
Vacuum Cleaners
Authorized Electrolux year old GE washer and
Sales and Service. Call dryer, new carpet
753 3639.
throughout, completely
furnished with house
19. Farm Equipment
type furniture. $11,500
8.5 Massey Ferguson or lot could be bought
Call for more informa
riding mower Call 753
lion 492 8284
8085.

9. Situation Wanted

22. Musical
1979 Model white Gibson
SE with case $600 also
Peavy Amp with
Memory Man foot pedal
and cards $400 or S850
for everything. Call
762 4056

INFLATION
PRICES
On
Pioneer, Sony,
Sanyo, Majestic,
Marautz car stereos.
World of Sound

753-5865
Wanted: Mature, re
sponsible adult to keep 5
month old baby, in our CAR STEREO Pione.Must have re
home
Kenwood, Maran•,
ferences. Write PO Box Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pr
10400 Murray, Ky
fessionat installatic
47071
Sunset Boulevard Mu'
Want two persons, men Dixieland Cent ,
or women, prefer over Chestnut St 753 0113.
40 Base salary $180 a Calimazoo electr ,
week plus' bonus Must guitar with harmyner
Call amplifier
have automobile
$150. Call
753 2654
753 8555

pper

ence

23. Exterminating

SOCIAL WORKER for services in Calloway and Marshall Counties MSW from accredited school required. Experience not required but preferred. Individual with KY Social Work Board license preferred Salary 5991 ma to 51135 mu depending on experience Apply to I Donald Brock. MSW Program
Director Murray C4olloway MH-MR Services 101
Main Street. Murray, KY 4/011 Deadline for
application.open until filled FOE

CERTIFIED CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST Staff position
to provide evalution. testing. and treatment of all
age and diagnostic groups Respond to emergencies
after hours and on weekends Provide consultation
and educational programs Position located in
Fulton KY Masters degree in clinical psychology
plus two years post masters experience Certifica
lion by Kentucky Board of Psychology or eligible for
certification Salary 513.091 to S14.988 per year
depending upon experience and training Apply to
Beverly Taylor. MSW. Program Director
Graves Fulton Hickman Counties, Mayfield. Mental
Health Center South 10th Street Extended Mayfield
KY 47066 Deadline for application open until filled
EDE

3E3IF
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32. Apts. For Rent

43. Real Estate

Two young ladies want
to share a nice house
With another woman
Near 821SU and down
town ' 2 bath private
entrance
Available
August 1 Call Rebekah
after 5p m 753 6577

34 Houses for Rent
1301 Peggy Ann 3 bed
room house for rent
Call 435 4278
For lease 3 bedroom, 2
bath, family.atii, liv
ing roorn.rt
r0Orn,
kitcheriro.Tral air and
gas he'w:". - Near MSU. 412
N 7th St 759 1347.
For rent like new 2
bedroom home
Gar
age, central air, fenced
Yard. 5300, a month
Call 502 695 1871.
For sale or long term
lease: Hunters! 350 A
deer duck goose and
upland game
Good
fishing. 7 room aircon
ditioned house. Very
secluded. $12.000 ann.
Write PO Box
lease
10400 Murray, Ky
42071. •
Two bedroom house
1107 Olive 1 year lease
J
G
Crawford
Mayfield 247 4869.
Two bedroom A frame
With wood stove -at
Panorama Shores. De
posit r'equired. Re
ferences. S200 per
month. Option possible
Now available 436 2755
Two bedroom un
furnished house near
campus. 753 0076.
Two brick houses in
town
1 house in
country, Available now
option buy. 753 3942

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Lhasa Apso pups.
Cocker pups black and
tan, buff, and
Weirnaraner (901) 648

47. Motorcycles

753 1222

40. Produce

28, Mobile Home Rentals

1973 Honda XL 250 goon
condition
Street lega 5300 or best offer Ca"
753 6744 after 6p m
1976 Honda 550 Four
w indshield
crashbar,sissybar, 2
helmets, excellent con
di.tion 5960. Cal
759 4825.
1976 Kawasaki KZ 400
runs extremely well,
tots of extras. Take best
offer. 762 6154.
1978 Bultaco. 753 0582,
1979 • YZ 100 Yamaha
excellent condition
S500. Call 753 8555.

111101,111P5 MR I 151w.

Located just 4
miles west of Murray, this remodeled home 'allows
you the convenience of being
close to town yet
the elbow room offered by country
living. Three
bedrooms with 1
bath situated on
approximately 2
acres. Priced in
low 30's. KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222.

48. Auto Services

FOR SALE OR
TRADE.
2 bedroom
home in town for a 3
bedroom in town or
country. Let us show
you this adorable star
ter home or retirement
home, This home is in a
quiet neighborhood, on
a large lot and has extra
outside storage. With
out trade Owner will
finance Priced in the
20's. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753 7724,

Strout
Rea11‘,

5225
For sale black
Labrador Retreiver
puppies
Wormed .and
shots. Call 1 354 6590.
Three month old Re
gistered tiny Toy
Poodle 153 0582

2 bedroom shell
home in Anderson
Shores. reasonable
price with small
down payment.
owner will finance.
Call 159-1405 for
more information.

First time on mars- ,
103 acres of very p,
duc five farmland. acres tillable inclu,ran older home, tobar
and stock barr•
Presently tended
,
local farmer, KO!'
PERUD REALTY
7'
1222

Office Coast to Coast
Boyers from Everywhere
Reliable Service Since 1900
1912 Coldwater Road
Merrily, Ilentichy 42071
15011753.0116
Anytime
JOE I. Cl8808
Broker
licensed & Banded

Tomatoes $5 a bushel
Purple hull peas, limas
You pick we pick
A 2 or 3 bedroom new
7538840 before 9p.m
furniture and carpet,.
Two bedroom l 2 bath
air conditioned S85. to Watermelons Mrs 1 Pete brick home with den
$150 per month Shady Valentine 642 4439
located on 121 South, 6
Oaks 753 5209.
miles from Murray, 5
43. Real Estate
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
acres with corn crib,
REAL
A
MONEY
for rent near Murray
hen house and I car
MAKER
Each side garage
iiidpets 489 2611
assumable
10
1 VA loan. 539,000.KOP
One bedroom 2 ' miles has two bedrooms
eat
in
bath,
'kitchen.
PERUD REALTY, 753
from MSU $100 per
month
Unfurnished or Here's a chance to have 1222.
a home with income and
semi furnished
606 672
build equ.ify for the 45. Farms for Sale
3479.
future
Phone for de
rreriiers- -for rent. see tails and appoilitrinein-7•4-3 '2 Acres
write-5re"
Brandon Dill -.at Dill's 753 1492, Century 21, lake, 8 acres tillable
balance in markable
Trailer Court.
Loretta Jobs Realtors
timber. 3 miles from
Two bedroom furnished
K irksey on blacktop.
mobile home for rent
on
Reduced-oldel
hdme
Must sell. Sacrifice.
Call 435 4278
Highway 732 approxCall 753 6173 or' 759 9915
after 7 30p m
imately 14 rniles from
30. Business Rentals
Murray near Ky, Lake.
46. Homes for Sale
Sets on approximately 3
acres with lots of out.
Almo Heights 3 n•
Mini
buil4lings Has burley
room 2 bath brick hoWarehouse
tobacco allotment and
Large kitchen, die Storage Space
some nice fruit trees.
room, family room
For Rent
fireplace. 753 8633,
Come and see! Call us
753 4758
at 753-4000 or 489.
Assumable loan 4 :)i•
2266. Price $12,500.
room 1 • 2 bath, T
insulated, new roof,
well landscaped lot, low
32. Apts. For Rent
utilities. 753 0977, 753
Furnished apartments,
9274.
efficiency, 1 or 2 bed
Beautiful home in L ,•-•
room
Also sleepina
Grove 3 bedroom, lie
Zimmerman
rooms
dining room 0.
room,
Apts. 5 16th 753 6609
Realtors
kitchen com-binat
Neatly furnished 1 bed
Garage also carpVillage Hwy. 641 N.
In
room apartment
Central heat and
Murray, Ky.
quire 100 S 13th St
wood burning stove
Nice small Apartment
extra lots with o
BEST BUY ON THE
for rent 300 WOOdlawn
garage in back
A
Call 753 6044.
mediate possession.
Now is the time of the
4702
One and .7. bedroom'
year to take off in your
apartments near down
2 acre, b,
boat dock behind your Over
town Murray. 753 4109,
house or to enjoy the home on 2 lo'
762 6650 or 436 7844
peace and beauty of Maplewood Drive,
One bedroom furnished Kentucky Lake.' We miles off 94 East 3 e
apartment. near down have 2 lovely homes size bedrooms ,A
town, includes utilities with owner financing. bath, central heat ..
Call 753 4645 after 2 PM.
priced in 550's. Let us air conditioning Ron
Three room furnished show you how you can refrigerator; C
apartment, water fur
have that lake home hwasher, city wa'
nished $130 per month you've always wanted attached garage. Ian
deposit
rent 5100
and now you can afford scaped, good garden
TV and CB
Modest electric bill
Call Spann Realty As space
.tower, enclosed
Call 1539829 after 5p.m
soc. 753 1724.
patio Much more must
be seen to appreciate
759 1328
Small house and nice lot
near lake Needs work
but liveable
S55130 or'
besroffer Cali 753 5750
TWO bedroom house
cherry Corner 700sq it
House with 1 or 8 acres of land in . 7 acres woo Welt, no
pump 474 8834
the Northwest part of county. or
Two bedroom bri.,
bedroom, 2 baths, recreation house with full bas'
ment •gas heat,. lustroom. Owner will consider partial remodeled. new drape,
arpel, great
financing. Call 753-6447.
neighborhood 803 V , n.
759 4845

,T _COPY AVAILABLE -

46. Homesfor Sale

W ORTH A SECOND
Three TOOT apartment Excellent income pro
furnished 1 or 2 adults reedy Total of 8 rental LOOK If you have not
SSO a month plus de
units with a monthly seen a home yet that's
POSit
1 mile
income
worth YOur time and
$360month
limits 753 5405
Some appliances and money then it is time
furniture
stay
Near you saw this 4 bedroom
Two bedroom Town
2 bath home, a family
K OP
Houses available at University
PERUD REALTY 75, room the kids Can live
Hamlet North Apart
in. A living room you
1272
ments, carpeted, cen
.
01 really live in We're
tral air and heat range
sure you will like what
clisposi al.dishwasher,
2ou
see For a grand
refrigerator, washer
Porde. t Therm.,
our call 753 1492, Cen
and dryer hookup
Immense 1
tury
21, Loretta Jobs
Call
Lease required
Realtors
Reel Estate
Owner says
753 7550 or 753 7559
Ire will not refuse any
Court
Southside
Sq.
One bedroom furnished
reasonable offer
1 or 2 adults 585 a
Murray, Kentucky
month plus deposit
1
753.4451
mile out city limits
753 5405

Import Auto Salvage
New and used auto
Parts. Open 8 5
Mon. Sal. - Automotive
transmissions 565 ea
change, radiators S20.
exchange, starters and
alternators 520
ex
change. Deposit re
quired , without an ex
change. Call 474 2325
Duane's Place Used
Volkswagon parts, tune
up, break iobs, rebuilt
motors 435 4272

2

3

53. Servkes Offered

1902 Mazda 626 luaury I
owner bought new in
Murray
753 1331 or
alter 5p m . 753'1207
1982 Toyota Starlet 5
Speed . 4,800 miles, tin
led glass, AM FM
radio. aOmpg Will sec
for bank payoff
C.
753 9644
Sacrifice 3 month c
5000 miles
New 19Mercury LN7 24
warranty, black ext,
ior, brio... AM FM
air, sha•
going for $75Uu
Call
759 1429 or 753 6216
Surplus Jeeps Cars
Boats Many sell for
under S50
For in
formation call 312 931
1961 Ext 1774

AIR CONDITIONERS
and appliances ser
v iced
Freezers,
washers, dryers, and
refl!,gerators
All

53. Services Offered

Interior Exterior Pa ii
ting $5 per hour, 10
years experience 434
2166
JC & c Sheeting vm,d,
aluminum, steel S. vinyl
coated aluminum siding
and trim for houses
A uminum and'my
Also fiberglass shake
siding and Aluminum
siding We also put on or
repair galvanized and
trim for all houses It
aluminum roofs
stops pointing
siding for barns
Jock Glower
1600 office or 75,
home
K & K STUMP REMO
be ''U ana Repair VAL
Do you need
tobacco barns
Free stumps removed from
estimate Call 435 4347
your yard or land
CARPET CLEANING, cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
Free Estimates
Satisfied references. to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
Vibra Steam or Quick
sawdust and chips Call
Dry Cleaning
for
free estimates Bob
50 Used Trucks
(Upholstery Cleaning)
Lee's Carpet Cleaning Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
1978 Ford Van 150
Kemp Jr 435 .1319
753 5827
Clean, low mileage
Lake Refrigerat,on A,,
52450 753 4953 or 759 Campbell's Tree Ser
conditioners, small at
vice
Topping. trim
4005
plianCeS
repa,
r.d
2'
ming, removing
Full
qsurance
Call I 527 8841.
J9IP

'74 INTERNATIONAL 4)(4
For Sale or
Trade for 2
wheel drive
pickup '73
model or up.

Will clean carpets,
windows, also clean
end was hard wood
floors, Satisfaction
guaranteed.

753-3317

Chimney ,Neep,, n
Service
Do it now
before you need your
chimney. Later we will
have a working list. Call
School Bus 1971 model, 435 4348 or 762 4792
48 passenger
Good Coal lump or egg call or
condition 382 2450.
write Edward (pock RI
1 Dawson Springs 47468
51 Campers
phone 797 8318.
1973 Shasta camper Concrete, block, brick,
1281 51200 or best offer basements, foun
must sell 759 9673
dations, • drive ways,
sidewalks-, patios, and
52. Boats-Motors
chimneys. Free es•
16 Foot Sidewinder Ski timates. Call 753 5476
Boat, 145 Hp Mercury FREE ESTIMATES On
motor, Call 753 5041
All Electrical, Plumb
18 Foot day" sailer. ifig, Painting, and Well
Pump
Needs. Licensed
Chrysler Buccaneer has
spinnaker and all Call 753 0092 or 753 9673
equipment
Ca ,
753 8838.
Clime Service Co
1976 Jet boat. 753.0582
474 8041
2344

or

474-

53. Services Offered

30 years experienc.
House, barn, and ga ,
age building. Repar•
1967 Mustang 289 en and additions home,
gine, AM FM cassette trailers. 436 2253.
prayer. Call 753 2861
after 6p.m.
1972 Buick Electra 275
FLOOR SANDING
Power steering power
AND FINISHING
brakes, cruise, air
759 9481 before 6p m
20 years experience.
ask for Wally.
Stained
floors
our
1974 Cadillac loaded
speciality.
753 6091
BODEAU
1974 • Dasher station
FLOOR CO.
wagon. Clean. excellent
motor, relatively los,
354-6127
m4leage, list
S2825 $1750
753 4953 0,
759 4005
RRL 1 A NC
1974 Gremlin straight
KenmoT•
shift. Asking 5550. Call SERVICE
We
753 5562.
Whirlpool
20 years
1975 El Camino pickup
experience. Parts and
needs a litle body work,
service Bobby Hopper
Good condition. 51250.
Bob's Appliance Ser
753 0541 after 4p.m
vice 202 S. 5th St.
1975 Pontiac Astre 4 7 5 3
4 8 7 2
cylinder, automatic, 753 8886thome).
air, good condition
wor •
51095. 1977 Chevrolet Appliance repair
Specialize r
Luv pickup 4 speed, all brands.
Tappen. Call 753 5341 or
clean, good conditions.
354.6956. Earl Lovett.
52595. Call 189 2595
Asphalt driveways and
1978 Dove gray Cougar
parking lots sealed by
'XRWfieagé, ,
Sears, For free es
excellent condition. 436
limates call 753 2310
2682

49. Used Cars

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need a second opinion?
Build-up
or
Residential.
Local
references. Call Hugh
Outland, 759-1718 or
753-8076

Lot hauhn,..,

painting refrigerator'
and lawn furniture Ai,.
do yard work 753 2521,
ask for Robin.
MITCHELL
BLACK TOPPING.
Commercial, Indust
hal,' Residential, also
Patching and Seal
Coating Phone:753 1537.
Need work on your
trees? Topping', . prun
ing, shaping. complete
removal and more. Ca.
BOVER'S TREE
SERVJCE for Pro
alumni ma vioyl
fessional tree care
male trim seq. 753 8536.
Refrigeration and A,
Reforms Call Will El
Conditton Service and
!alloy. 1S3-1611.
Repair. Central air .Air
"conditioners cleaned Gas
up
on air conditioners 523
Fence sales at Sears
now Cali Sears 753 2310 436 5536
for free estimate for
yo6r needs.
GENERAL -HOME
REPAIR 15 years ex
ROBINSON
perience. Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
DAY
JOB- TO SMALL. Free
estimates
Days 474
753-3716
2359. nights 474 2776.
753-5292
Guttering by Sears
* FREE EST...TES *
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Cali Roy's Carpenter Shop
Sears 753 2310 for free custom wood working
cabinet tops kitchen
.
aie
cabinets remodeling
additions insurance
repairs 753 5883
Roofing All Types, 15
do yard work and
hedge trimming, cut
years experience, all
and remove dead
work guaranteed. Don
hedge. Call 753 0712 or
Wilkerson, 489.2580
753 3534.
or 345-2602.
Will sharpen hand saws,
circular saws, and
chain saws, 753 4656.
Licensed electrician tor Window Washing Ser
vice Call 437 4199.
residential and com
mercial. Heating and Would wash and - polish
aircondition....„%as. in tars._ _Also- va,
iium•ms
ide and clean 570. Phone
stailation and __repair
753 3315
Phone 753 7203. -

AINTING

Diui-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911

INC

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

49. Used Cars

CHIMNEY
SWEEPING
SERVICE
Clean it now.
Later you may
have to wait. 4354348 or 762
4792.

6 a.m.•Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Murray
Police Dept.
753-1621
Erdergencies
911
Calloway
County
Sheriff
753-3151

Police
911

Aluminum

Service
Co.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
References
work.
Call Will Ed Barley
753 0689

Quality Servic,
Company
Heating
o
and a
ditoon4 Soles Sole.
and Serr,ce Modern
Sheet Metal & Serw,
Ch.portmenft

753-9290

•

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC

Poison

Ilnurr
CVSTON1 KITCHEN

Control
Tin terrier Beeler for sales
swil service is Mummy and
102
Calloway C
Chastain

753-8181

CUSTOM
CRIINIETS
WOODWORKING
-cisysw MKT 1111111111111111
•(11STINI1 BIM IMMIX

753-7588

LAMM

753-5940
1212 MAIN

TINA
OLSEN
& CO
Beauty Salon
1515 Johnson
tTvd
753 9847
Closed Monday
8. Wednesday.

H.1. 12 !III hit RR ti's hi..

I

2 Viot.!

a Ii till•

OBITUARIES

Former first lady Bess Truman hospitalized

I

Louis R. Sales
Rites Sunday
for Mrs. Adams dies; funeral
Services for Mrs. Rhu- here Tuesday

payne Adams were Sunday at 3 p.m in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.
• The Rev. Julian Warren
and the Rev. Roland
- Jones officiated. Mrs.
Olivene Erwin was
organist.
I Pallbearers were John
Grogan, Max Weatherford, Frank Albert Overby, Boyce Wilson. Jerry
Key and Reggie Key.
Burial was in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
-. Mrs. Adams, 62-, Rt. 3.
died Friday at 1150 a.m.
.at Murray-Calloway
:County Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, Parvin Adams;
mother, Mrs.. Frances
Key: daughter. Mrs.
Alton Swift; son, James
Hooper: two step
daughters, Mrs. Carol
Alexander and Mrs.
Charles Springhorn; two
step sons, Brent Adams
and John Hooper: sister,
Mrs. Don Blanke;
brother, Herbert Key:
five grandchildren; 12
step grandchildren.

the
tililistuc
Of
KANSAS CITY, Mu
t API - Former first lady. patient's age
"But I think she'll proBess Truman, 97, was
'•resting comfortably" bably go back home
early today after being again, probably in just a
admitted ' to Research few days, maybe a
Medical Center over the week," he said
Mrs Truman, who
weekend with irregular
breathing and pulse, lives in nearby Independence, was listed in
hospital officials said.
Dr. Wilson Miller, at- serious but stable conditending Mrs. Truman tion in the intensive care
while Dr. Wallace unit because of her age.
Graham, who kept in
Graham, her longtime
doctor, was out of town, touch with the case by
said Sunday he was phone, said in a prepared
cautious about being op- statement that Mrs

Louis R. Sales. 64, 629
Broad St., died Sunday at
2:58 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
The deceased, a retired
truck driver, was a World
War 11 veteran having
serving in both the Army
and the Marines. He was
a member of Chapter 50
of the Disabled American
Veterans.
.'1Z
.
.
E,$ GOOD WHILE SUPPS GOOD WHILE
Born Feb. 2. 1918, he
was the son of the late
John Sales and Mayme
Miller Sales.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Dessie Black Sales.
and one daughter, Pegg)
Lee Sales, 629 Broad St.,
three sons, Stephen
Wayne Sales, Montgornery City. Mo., John
Allen Sales, Chillicothe.
Ohio, and Ronald Dale
Sales, serving with
623 South 4th
Marines at Camp Lejeune. N.C.
Also surviving are one •
Stokley
sister, Mrs. Lindell
Elders, and four
brothers, George, Luther,
Roy and Willis Sales, all
of Farmington, Mo..
eight grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill :
Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate. Singing will
2' 2 size
be by singers from
- Mrs. Lottie Doran Som- Seventh and Poplar
mers, former resident of. Church of Christ.
•
Joy Dishwashing
Murray, died Sunday at
Pallbearers will be
115 p.m. at a hospital in L.D. Miller, Ron ,Miami. Fla.
Christopher. Steve AnThe deceased was the drus. Don .Robinson,
daughter of the late Tom Tommy Schroader and
Doran and Minnie Turner Charles Outland.
Doran.
Burial will follow in
She is survived by her Murray Memorial
husband, L.B. Sommers, Gardens. A unit from
daughter, Mrs. Diane Fort Campbell will conKillian and son-in-law, duct military rites at the =
—
22 oz.
Dan Killian, Miami; one grave.
granddaughter, Mrs.
Friends may call at the
Laurie Detweiler, Winter funera home after 4 p.m
Showboat
Park,Fla.
today Mondayi,
*
Also surviving are one
w•
STAMP ACT
brother, T.C. Doran,
The Stamp Act was one
Murray, and four
of the major causes of
nephews, H. Glenn
Doran, Dallas T. Doran. dissension between BriJim Doran and Tom tain and the American
colonies that led evenDoran.
The funeral will be tually to the American
Tuesday at 10:30 a.m, in Revolution. It was repealthe chapel of Cofer ed in 1766.
15 oz.
Funeral Home. Miami.
The U.S. nuclear subBurial will follow in a marine Thresher sank in
:.erneteri- there.
19g3
_
Folger Instant

i uniam the nation's
oldest first lady, was experiencing a condition
known as hyperkalemia,
a buildup of potassium
caused by diminished
kidney function.
Graham said Mrs
Truman had experienced
a similar condition in the
past.
Mrs Truman's heart
rate was slow when she
was admitted about 1 - 30
a.m. Sunday, but it had
increased by late morning. said Toni Peck, the

Inquiry in France bus crash opens
DIJON,France ( AP)A prosecutor opens an inquiry today that could
lead to charges in the
fiery highway pileup that
killed 44 camp-bound
children and nine adults
But investigators discounted a witness' claim

that speeding buses caused France's worst road
tragedy.
Police said Sunday they
haven't yet determined
the exact cause of the 10vehicle crash Saturday
near the town of
Merceuil, about 200 miles

It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts

* •
.,..
7.,,,,,

Prices Good While Supplys Last!

Peaches
4

.:. ,

Liquid
$1 09

10

__

=

tucky's dental needs can
be met by reducing entering classes from a 1980
level of 148 students to
110-115 students a year.
The council has been
struggling with what to
do about the potential
oversupply of dentists for
the past few years.
The Pritchard Committee, a citizens' group that
studied the future of
higher education in the
state last year. discussed
the question, but made no
final recommendation
because the council had
not finished studying the
issue

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale coat and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th.
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their poy
checks
Collection time can be an Inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So paying by mail a a sample way lb avoid getting'
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

Mirrray Ledger & Times
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Coffee

$389

..-0F-C

._‘._.. ..,,
Slices ,
c.,
..
4

g

32 oz.

79

.
=

2

..

.„. _,

t1

•

Towels

2
Kleenex

$ 1 00
Jumb o Roll

_.
.
,
.
lc-,

Bologna ,c. :=,

-,"
,—

$ 1 39

99

280 Ct.

, ,r:
-v
r.
...

Turner

Cake Mix

Ice Milk

c)
o

784

4;
1/2

Sausage

.
,

o
o
o
*

Reelfoot

4

Tennessee Pride

o
o
*

-v
,—
--c

Duncan Hines

VE

,...,

Hi-Dri
,

1 Lb.

.APRICE5 GOOD WHILE SU!'PLYS LAST•PR10ES GOOD WATITSITETITS LAV

Educators studying
closing dental school

10 oz.

P:
e.,
v.
c

•

Pork-n-Beans
4
28

.

n
o

Paramount Hamburger Dill

Onions
1

c's
0
6

.
0
.

Lb.

Yellow

Lb.8

_v
„.

"
Fs

Murray, Ky.

Potatoes
4
99

69

..
_

south of Paris.
The chain-reaction
crash apparently began
when the driver of a West
German tourist bus braked suddenly on the rainslick highway at a point
where it narrowed from
three lanes to two.

ii- 0
4

.. Warehouse Foods

.
=_

mild sti olte in
September and broke her
right hip in a fall in May
1981

SUPPLYS LAT•PRICES GOOD WGOOD WHILE SUPP' YS LAST

1)81 T

Mrs. Sommers
dies; former
resident here

FRANKFORT, Ky
AP) - Closing the dental school at the University of Kentucky would be
one way to reduce a
statewide glut of dentists,
a state Council on Higher
Education study has concluded.
The other option, according to a report
prepared by the council
staff, would be to continue reducing first-year
enrollments at UK and
the state's other dental
- school at the University
of Louisville.
The report, mailed to
council members last
month, contends Ken-

hospital s public relations
Her husband, Harry s
direct
vital Truman, died in 1972 at
signs, including blood age 88
pressure were stable
Mrs Truman suffered

Gal99
.

White Cloud

.__
tplii

Tissue
$1 09

Lb.

4 Roll Pkg.

'Corn Meal 5„.99c

Bug Sprayers1 89

Coca-Cola
Sprite
- Or Mellow reilow
1 SAlddilS 1111IM

••••••

BEST

I.

No-Pest

White Lilly Flour or

COPY AVAILABLE

•22 oz.

8 Pack
..
16 oz.
Plus
Deposit

$

13

